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Battling hardship, on and off the court, Joey Bigler
wins national 3-point award

Erik Boland
Staff Reporter
When john Carroll jun1or
guard joey Bigler was awarded
the Al &T Long Distance Award
last week for highest three-point
percentage in the country, perhaps no one was more surprised
than Bigler
Entering his jun 10r year, Bigler
wasn't sure what to expect on
the court. After shooting 49%
! rom the 1hree-point line and being named the team's Most Outstanding Freshman in 1994,
Bigler plummeted to the depths
of frustrauon last year shooting
just 33% from the floor and 28%
in three pointers. But the roller
coaster hitthe upslope again this
;c:.1r and kept rbing, culminating with last week's AT&T presentation.
While Bigler's initial on-court
success, hissopnomores ide, and
then this year's resurgence makes
for an interestingstory, it is what
Bigler has overcome off the court
which makes him the individual
he is.
When Bigler came out of
Pittsburgh's Penn-Trafford High
School, he was one of the most
sought after players in Pittsburgh. During his ·s enior season,
Bigler was named his school's
Player of the Year and a
McDon :dd'sA 11-American nominee. He narrowed his college selection down to five schools.
"I wanted to go to a good
school academically because 1

knew 1 wasn't going to go to the
pros," Bigler said with a laugh "I
wanted to use basketball as a
means to get to a good school."
Bigler hoped that basketball
would help get him in getting
financial assrsta nee, tom in i m ize
the cost to his parents. "I always
said that would be my way of
thanking them for everything
they had given to me up until
that point. That was one of my
goals."
Bigler applied to and was accepted into Princeton, the United
States Military Academy,
Duquesne, Carnegie-Mellon, and
john Carroll. Princeton was his
first choice, but he scratched it
off his list when he discovered
his family didn't qualify for financial aid. Carnegie-Mellon
was excluded for the same reason. ln the case of Duquesne,
their ava1 able scholarship went
to Tom Pipkens, another highly
regarded Pittsburgh player.
Being a highschool senior and
making the right college choice
isastressfultime for most people,
but Bigler had an even more
pressing issue on his mind.
During Bigler's sophomore
year in high school, his mom,
Mary, went into the doctor for a
routine checkup. "They found
she had a tumor under her arm,"
Bigler said. "A couple of days
later [the tests] came back that
they were cancerous and developing into the first stages of
breast cancer."

"The summer between
my sophomoreandjun 1or year they
decided that
she was going
to have a bone
m a r r 0 w
transpla n t .
Instead of try-

Anne Ordw
..::..:.:
a,_______
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll Universny
Boler Sc hool of Business has estabhshed the M1c haelj Lavelle, S.
j. Fcllowsh1p Program to cncourage juniors and senrors to parti 1
pate 1n a not-for-profit organrzation , said Robert Ginn, executtve
m residence at the Boler School of
Bus mess.
Theprogram1snamedinhonor
of the university's late president,
and it is funded by the Robert M.
Ginn lnsmute for Corporate Soc1al Responsibility, accordmg to
Andrew Bu ynacek, assistant dean
of the Boler School of Business.

ingtotreat the
cancer, they
were going to
try and cure
the cancer,
and she was
one of the first
patients to do
this at this hospnal. And it
worked."
h
f r
"S ewas inc,orprettymuch
a whole year," Bigler said, "!but]
thenrightafter Christmaso£my

good for us too because we were
1
b h. d h .
a ways e m t e nmes, my
brother, my dad, and I. My mom
didn't work so she always pampered us, cook ed ,cl eaned , d 1d a \\

"The program benefits the studentsbygtvingthemanopportunitytoenhancetheirprofessional
skills," Ginn said. "It benefits the

month period where we were like
'OK, somebody, God must have
sent us a message that you guys
have six months to learn how to
do all this stuff.'"
Now, nearly three years after
her death, Bigler still speaks of
his mother with reverence,admiration, and love. "I was pretty
much a mama's boy growing up.
I'm not afraid to admit it," Bigler
said. "I had no problems taking
her anywhere. (My dad] traveled
a lot so my mom was the person
who took me to football practice
see BIGLER, page 9

students to become active in their
community."
Ginn said that he, along with
Buynacek and the Student Business Advisory Council, chose the
students who will participate in
the internships.
"First the students must submit a resume of their experiences
and interests so they can be
matched up with an appropriate
organization," said Ginn. "And
there are informal interview sessions that allow us to learn a little
more about the students."
Students chosen for an internship recei ve a $1500 grant and are
expected to perform 200-250
hours of profess tOnal work per semester. The $1500 is credited to
the student's account and subtracted from his or hertuition,satd
Senior Roslyn Valentino,a participant in the program.
Valentino, an English major
from Canton, Ohio, said she IS
workmg for the YWCA to organize a program fort he recognition
of success£ul professional women
Semor Carol Hanley, a marketing major from Worthington,
Ohio, and participant in the program, said that she is helping to
set up a newcomputerprogramat
the Cleveland Museum of Art.
AccordingtoGinn,otherstudents
participating m the program include Ed Steiner, who is working
with the Cleveland Scholarship
Program. Monika Gonczi, who is
working with the Golden Age Centers, and james Rutman, who is
working for the Musical Arts Association.
Valentino sa1d that she was
very enthusiastic about the program. "1 have had two other insee LAVELLE, page 2
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preuy sick again and went back take for granted. We had that six
'
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University
by encouraging our
to the hospital. It had developed
into worse stages, and they (the
doctors] pretty much told my
dad it would be a half a year."
Mary Bigler died in early May,
four months before joey left for
school at john Carroll.
He says his father Joseph was
his, and his younger brother
Jamey's, main pillar of support
during that difficult time. "My
dadwaslikeaguidancecounselor the whole way through for
my brother and me both," Bigler
said. "After she died , he made
sure wedidn'tlosea beat. It was

Fleischman wins Distinguished Faculty Award
Paul Palumbo
Staff Reporter
Professor ol Accountancy Richard Fle1sch man ,jr., is the recipient
john Carroll University's
1996Disnnguished Faculty Award
wh1ch was established m 1976.
The award is annually given to
a faculty member who demonsmnes quality classroom performance and a balanced contribution ro scholarship, community
serviCe in 1he spirit of the jesuit
education . according to rhe letter
Fle1schman received from
Frederick Trav1s, academic vtce
president , conl1 rming the awa rd .
Fle1schm;~n wlil receive a
plaque and a l>L,OOO cash award ar
the May Commencemen t, and he
will be the guest speaker at the
August <..om mencement, accordIng 10 Trav1s' confirmanon letter.
Flc1s..:hman came to john Carrollin the fall of 1983after teach ing for ye;1rs in Hawaii.
Rnrn 1n Buffalo, NY, he left h1s
homrt"'wll toattend Harvard Uni-

or

versity and earn a B.A. in history.
He pursued this field further in
order to receive an M.A.and a Ph.D.
from the State University of New

York in Buffalo.
Fleischman said that years
later he changed his course of
study from history to accountancy,a nd he completed a masters

no t-for
· -profit organi
eedza[lon~ by
n

of business administration
(M.B.A.) with a concentration in
accountancy
Fleischman said that there are
three majorareasof criteria to win
the Distinguished Faculty Award.
According to the Distinguished
Faculty Award commmee's guidelines, the professor must submit
his or her student and faculty
evaluations and recommendations.
Second, the faculty member
must publish material w ithin his
or her area.
Third, the faculty member
must give service to the university, professional community, and
thegreaterClevelandcommunity.
Fleischman was nominated by
William Cenker,chairman of the
accounting department.
"Someone has to engineer it for
you," Fleischman said. "It is like
runningforofnce. Youneedacampaign manager"
Winnmgrhisaward is the high
point of his career at john Carroll,

Fleischman said. "This school has
been so supportive to me in every
regard possible," he said. "I find
this to be wonderful, especially
since I came to this school late in
my career."
Fleischman 1s the fourth facultymember in the school of business tow in the Distinguished Faculty Award .
"It's very excit1 ng that a faculty
member from our department
won this award," said senior accounting major Many Butler. "He
is very deserving of n because of
his hard work both insideandoutside the classroom "
Accountancy professor Carl
Monastra said Fle1schman 1s an
outstandingandthoroughadminJstra tor. "He ts the first member of
the accountancy department to
win this award," Monastra said.
Senior accounting major
Michael Evrard said Fletschman
has the ability to relate the material well to his students. "He cares
see FLEISCHMAN, page 2
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JCU students finish RCIA process, welcomed into church
Cherie Skoczen
- - ---News Editor
Fifteen john Cat roll students
·.•·ho were fully accepted into the
Catholic reltgiun during the Rue
of Christian lnmarion of Adults
(I ~ CIA) on Sunday, April 14, will
enter a new p... iod of inilltation
fins Sunday, a. ,orrhng wSr. Mary
· ,vel , O.P., direct<.lr oft he program
..111d member of campus ministry.
"The Rite of Chn~11an lnltlarion of Adults is how adults come
into the IRoman Catholic! faith ,"
oel said . This Sunday's awvny
begmsa time when the newly baptized develop a deeper understanding of jesus' death and
ressurrection.
On Sunday, April 14. ten srudems wereconfirmed,one student
made her confirmation and received herfirst communion, three
st c~dents recerved their first communions and made their confirmJtions and one student received

all three sacraments: baptism.
confirmation and rirst communion .
The mass, celebrated by Rev.
Peter j Fennessy, Sj., was very
well-attended by family and
friends of the candidates, oel
sa1d
'lt was really neat standing
with everyone for the ceremony
after having travelled wtth them
on the spiritual journey,' said Senior jennifer Krebs.
Sophomorejody Hebert, who
recetved all threesacraments,said
she was raised in a Catholic house·
hold, but her mother was ratsed
in a mixed religion household.
"Since my mother was raised by
her mom who was Catholic and
her step-father who was jewish,
she decided she didn't want to
push religion on us," she said.
Hebert said she celebrated
Catholic traditions, but she was
never baptized because her

mother wanted her to choose her
own religion as an adult "She

felt like there was something
mtsstng, and now
there's not."
Noel said that each
of students began the
process of preparation
at different times. She
said onestudent began
preparation as many as
four years ago, one student began a year ago
and others began last
fall.
"It all depends on
where they are in their
Jody Hebert lives and what they
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - need," Noel said.
Last
semester,
wanted me to understand what it though, all candidates who were
meant," Hebert said."I choose to do entering the Catholic faith either
it now because it seems so impor- from a different faith or from no
tant to me now."
faith mer each Sunday night to
Hebert said that receiving the discuss thedoctrineof the church ,
sacraments of initiation has made Noel said .
her life whole. "I feel like a whole
They also discussed the week's
person now," she said. "I've always scripture with mentors on a oneto-one basis. "The mentors had a
responsibility for one person,"
Noel said. "They met with them

"I feel like a whole
person now. I've always
felt like there was

something missing, and
now there's not."

Giving for the sake of giving

fhe Studunt Activities Office recently presented a check for $1,277 to the L'Arche Foundation, a
home for mentdlly challenged adults. The money was raised in an Indians' ticket raffle.

Soyq~regret
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not wntmg !or
the CN 1his
year?

once a week and shared what the
readings meant , taught them
prayers and took them to mass."
Sophomore Theresa Henn said
she has been an RCIA mentor for
two years "Being a mentor is a way ·
l can share my faith with someone
else," Hennsaid. "ltalsoisawayin
which l can grow in my faith by
learning from another person "
All candidates for theriteof met
on a monthly basis and participated in a weekend retreat during
second semester as well as a tour of
Gesu Church, Noel said.
Herbert said she wassureof her
decision to enter the church from
the start, but the whole preparation process answered questions
that made her really certain.
"The ceremony itself meant a
lot to me, but going through the
meetings and prayers made everything about the Catholic religion
make sense to me," she said.
Noel said 1hat anyone interested
in becoming Catholic or wanting
to prepare for Confirmation should
call her at 397-4 709.

LAVELLE

FLEISCHMAN

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

tcrnships (one with the London
Parliament, and the ot her with a
State Representative), but I never
felt an important part of the organization until I worked for the
YWCA," Valentino said.
Both Valentino and Ha n ley
said that they encourage all students to take advantage of this
program. "Now I have a greater
appreciation for the art exhibits,
since I know all th e behind-thescenes work that goes into it,"
Han ley said.
The students and agencies inin th ro ram w r recognized at a luncheon last Monday. "This gives the students and
the organizations a chance to discuss what they liked about the
program and what needs improved," Ginn said.
Students interested in the pro·
gram should contact Ginn in the
Boler School of Business.

about his st udents and gives the
extra effort to help you out." said
Evrard.
Because of his liberal arts background, Fleischman said he knows
how it is to be a fa cu lty member
"on the other side."
He said he wants both areas of
the faculty to bridge some of the
gaps and differences. "W hen we
produce our graduates it is a job
that is done by our ent ire faculty,"
he said.
A reception will be held for
Fleischman tomorrow, April 26,
from 4 .m . o :
.m . n h
Atri um. Fleischman said that he
welcomes his students, friends and
faculty members to meet with him
and to help him share the honor of
the award.
"The school offers so much encouragement," he said. "I want to
continue instilling {that encour·
agementl into my students,"
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Organizations showcased in display
Tom O'Konowltz
Assistant News Editor

T!I.: new Student Organization
Wall of Fame display case was
filled with plaques, trophies and
medals of various student groups
for the first time on Tuesday. The
glass case w ; t~ recently erected
near the residence life office in the
DJ. Lorn bardo Student Center.
"Student Affairs purchased this
fort he benefirof all organizations,
so they would have the opportunity to positively reinforce their
accomplis hm en ts," said Lisa
Heckman, director of student activities.
The project ,which was initially
considered a year ago, was approved and funded by the office of
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, Sj., vice
president of student affairs.
"I t's(thestudents']wall of fame,"
Heckman said. "It's about what
they can be proud of. and what
they've done for the school ."
Every semester. a board consisting of Heckman and several
Student Union members invites
a ll student organizations to submit honors that t!t~y have received
for the displ~y. The board then

decides which awards to include,
and whether th ey should be displayed on a permanent, temporary
or rotating basts.
"Students should be proud of

Currentlyondisplaymthecase
are awards that have been given ro
various groups on campus. Also
in the case are permanent fixtures
which mclude plaques of the Stud e n t
Union's Internal and
External
Orgamza·
uon
or
Committee of the
Year, the
Student
Union Per·
Lisa Heckman
son of the
Year and
the JCU
G r e e k
Week Champions. Further submissions from groups will likely
be added to the display in the near
future .
Future plans for the wall include the possibility of adding
spotlights to the display.
"We enco urage all organiza·
tions to submit their applications,"
Mikhail said. "Hopefully there
will be more participation on the
part of the organizations."

/t's [the students'} wall of
fame, It's about what they can
be proud of, and what they've
done for the school."
11

their
accomplishments,"
Heckman said. "It will be continually updated so anyone that
would want to participate can."
"It gives recognition for all of
the accomplishments rhat st udentsdo,"Sherrie Mikhail,a member of the board, said. "It makes
students aware of their peers' accomplishments and it makes us
see how successfuljohn Carroll is
in its extracurriculars."

Knights found guilty of hazing
The University Heanng Board found the Knights
of Columbus guilty on charges of hazing this past Tuesday.
The serv1ce organization received a three year suspended
charter which will be rescmded if the group follows
through on a proposal to remain alcohot-f ree for two years
and to present hazing awareness programs each year prior
to pledging activities, according to junior Bridget Meehan, a
member of the board 'This is obviously a very senous
offense, but! think they presented themselves very well,'
Meehan said. 'The position the board took in this instance
was to educate people.'

Students dismissed from residence halls
Two male juniors were dismissed from the
dormitories for the remamder of the semester after they
stole submaster keys from a resident assistant's room and
used them to enter another room mCampion Hall,
accord ing to Donna Byrnes, direc tor of residence life. The
students apparently did not steal anything, but they did
ransack the room. 'The sanction speaks for the severity of
the Situation,' Byrnes said. 'I wasn't there so I could not be
more accurate.'

Saying goodbye, sort of

Senior wins science competition
Semor Patrick Tessman received the first place
award for a written competition in the field of biology at
the F1f tieth Annual Eastern Colleges Science Conference.
Tessman's paper was the result of an independem research
project, part of the neuroscience concentration atjCU.

Organist to perform in Chapel on Monday

Community Service Forum to be held
Henry Richmond, chairperson of the National
Growth Management Leadership Project and co-founder of
1,000 Friends of Oregon, will speak in the Samt Francis
Chapel on Tuesday, Apnt 30 at 7 p.m. "Meeting the Chal·
lenge of the Church in the City: Plannmg to Revitalize
Communities" will be the topic of the forum .

News Briefs were compiled by Tom O'Konowitz,
assistant news editor.

We forgive you.
see Cherie or Tom in the Carroll News
office for an ease of conscience.

Seniors take their first step to leaving, the Senior dinner. The event is one of the few
opportunities seniors have to socialize as a class.
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JCU students finish RCIA process, welcomed into ci1Jrch
.::...:.c.__ _ __
Cherie Skoczen

all three sacraments· bapusm,
conflrmanon and first commun·

mother wanted her to choose her
own religion as an adult "She

felt like there was something
missing , and now
Fifteen john Cat roll students JOn
there's not."
,,• ho were fully accepted into the
The mass, celebrated by Rev:
Noel satd that each
Cathohc rcltgiun durmg the Rne Peter j Fennessy, Sj., was very
of
students
began the
"I fee/like a whole
ol Chrisuan Initiation of Adults well-attended by family and
process of preparation
(I<CIA) on Sunday, April 14, will friends of the candidates, Noel
at different times. She
person now. I've always said
enter a new P~• iod of 1nimation said.
one student began
1111s Sunday, a, ~orcling to Sr Mary
'It was really neat standing
preparation
as rna nyas
felt like there was
· ,ucl, 0 P, dtrector o[ the program wtth everyone for the ceremony
four years ago, one stu..tnd member of campus ministry after havmg travelled wah them
began a year ago
something missing, and dent
"The Rite of Chnsuan Inttta- on the sptritual journey,' said Se·
and others began last
tion of Adults IS how adults come n10r Jennifer Krebs.
faiL
now there's not."
into the )Roman Catholic) fatth ."
Sophomorejody Hebert, who
"It all depends on
oel said. Thts Sunday's activity recetved all threesacraments,said
where they are 111 thetr
begmsa time when the newly bap- she was rat sed ina Catholic houseJody Hebert lives and what they
uzed develop a deeper under- hold, but her mother was raised
need," Noel said.
standing of Jesus' death and in a mixed religion household .
Last
semester,
ressurrection.
"Smce my mother was raised by wanted me to understand what it though, all candidates who were
On Sunday, April 14. ten stu- her mom who was Catholic and meant,"Hebertsaid."Ichoosetodo entering the Catholic faith either
dents wereconfirmed.one srudem her step-father who was Jewish, it now because it seems so impor- from a different faith or from no
made her confirmation and re - she dec1ded she didn 't want to tant to me now."
faith met each Sunday night to
cc:•ved her first communion, three push relig10n on us," she said.
Hebert said that receiving the discuss the doctrine of the church.
students received their first comHebert said she celebrated sacraments of initiation has made Noel said .
munions and made their confir- Catholic traditions, but she was her life whole. "I feel) ike a whole
They also discussed the week's
mations and one student received never baptized because her person now," she said. "I've always scripture with mentors on a oneto-one basis. "T he mentors had a
responsibility for one person,"
Noel said. "They met with them
News Ed1tor

Giving for the sake of giving

Sttuy U~tr

The Studunt Activities Office recently presented a check for $1,277 to the L'Arche Foundation. a
home for mentdlly challenged adults. The money was raised in an Indians' ticket raffle.
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So you regret
not writing tor
the CN lhis
year?
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once a week and shared what the
readings meant, taught them
prayers and took them ro mass."
Sophomore Theresa Henn said
she has been an RCIA mentor for
two years. "Being a menronsa way ·
1can share my faith with someone
else," Henn said. "It also is a way in
which I can grow in my faith by
learning from another person."
Allcand•datesfortheriteof met
on a monthly basis and participated in a weekend retreat during
second semester as well as a tour of
Gesu Church, Noel said.
Herbert said she wassureof her
decision to enter the church from
the start, but the whole preparation process answered questions
that made her really certain.
"The ceremony itself meant a
lot to me. but going through the
meetings and prayers made everything about the Cathohc religion
make sense to me," she said.
Noel said that anyone interested
in becoming Catholic or wanting
to prepare for Con fir mat ion should
call her at 397-4709.

LAVELLE

FLEISCHMAN

continued from page 1

continued from page 1

ternships (one with the London
Parliament, and the other with a
State Representative), but 1never
felt an important part of the organiza tion until 1 worked for the
YWCA," Valentino said.
Both Valentino and Hanley
said that they encourage all students to take advantage of this
program. "Now 1 have a greater
appreciation for the art exhibits,
since I know all the behind-thescenes work that goes into it,"
Hanley said.
The students and agencies invo
nr
rogram were recognized at a luncheon last Mon ·
day. "This gives the students and
the organizations a chance to discuss what they liked about the
program and what needs improved," Ginn said.
Students interested in the program should contact Ginn in the
Boler School of Business.

about his students and gives the
extra effort to help you out," said
Evrard.
Because of his liberal arts background, Fleisch man said he knows
how it is to be a faculty member
"on the other side."
He said he wants both areas of
the facu lty to bridge some of the
gaps and differences. "When we
produce our graduates it is a job
that is done by our entire faculty,"
he said.
A reception wi II be held for
Fleischman tomorrow, April 26,
fr m 4 .m . o :
m . T1
Atrium. Fleischman said that he
welcomes his students, friends and
faculty members to meet with him
and to help him share the honor of
the award.
"The school offers so much encouragement," he said. "I want to
continue instilling lthat encouragement) into my students,"
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Organizations showcased in display
Tom O'Konowltz
ASSistant News Editor
Tit.: new Student Organization
Wall of Fame dtsplay case was
filled with plaques, trophies and
medals of various student groups
for the first time on Tuesday. The
glass case w:~~ recently erected
near 1he residence life office in the
D.J Lombardo Stude11t Center.
"Student Affatrs purchased this
fort he benefit of all organizations,
so they would have the opportunity to positively reinforce their
accomplishments," said Lisa
Heckman, director of student ac ·
tivities.
The project, which was initially
considered a year ago, was ap·
proved and funded by the office of
Rev. Richard P Salmi, S.j., vice
president of stude nt affairs.
"I t's[thestudents')wall of fame,"
Heckman said. "It's about what
they can be proud of, and what
they've done for the school."
Every semester, a board consisting of Heckman and several
Student Union members invites
all student organizations to submit honors that tlt~y have received
for the displ<ty. The board then

decides which awards to include,
and whether they should be dtsplayed on a permanent, temporary
or rotattng bas1s.
"Students should be proud of

Currentlyondisplaym the case
are awards that have been given to
various groups on campus. Also
in the case are permanent fixtures
which include plaques of the Stud e n r
Union'slnternal and
''It's [the students'] wall of
External
Organizafame, It's about what they can tion or
Commitbe proud of, and what they've
tee of the
Year, the
Student
done for the school."
Union PerLisa Heckman
son of the
Year and
the JCU
G r e e k
their
accomplishments," Week Champions. Further subHeckman said. "It will be con- missions from groups will likely
tinua)) y updated so anyone that be added to the display in the near
future.
would want to pan1cipare can."
"It gives recognition for all of
Future plans for the wall mthe accomplishments that stu- clude the possibility of adding
dentsdo,"Sherrie Mikhail, a mem- spotlights to the display.
"We encourage all organiza ber of the board, said. "It makes
students aware of their peers' ac- tions to submit their applica tions,"
complishments and it makes us Mikhail said. "Hopefully there
see how successful john Carroll is will be more participation on the
in its extracurriculars."
part of the organizations."

Saying goodbye, sort of

Students dismissed from residence halls
Two male juniors were dismissed from the
dormitories for the remainder of the semester after they
stole submaster keys from a restdent assistant's room and
used them to enter another room m Camp1on II all,
according to Donna Byrnes, d1recror of residence ltfc. The
students apparently did not steal anything, but they dtd
ransack the room. 'The sanction speJks for the seventy of
the Sltuauon,' Byrnes satd. 'I wasn't there so I could not be
more accurate.'

Senior wins science competition
Senior Pamck Tessman rece1ved the first place
award for a written competition m the field of biology at
the Ftftieth Annual Eastern Colleges ScJcnce Conference
Tessman's paper was the result of anmdependent research
project. pan of the neuroscience concemration atJCU.

Organist to perform in Chapel on Monday

Bohemia and Austria, and works by Johann ·bastian Bach.

Community Service Forum to be held
Henry Richmond, chairperson of the National
Growth Management Leadership Project and co-founder of
1,000 Friends of Oregon, will speak in the Samt Francis
Chapel on Tuesday, April 30 at 7 p.m. "Meettng the Challenge of the Church in the City: Planning to Revitalize
Commumues" will be the topic of the forum.

We forgive you.
see Cherie or Tom in the Carroll News
office for an ease of conscience.

Knights found guilty of hazing
The University Hearing Board found the Knights
of Columbus guilty on charges of hazmg thts past Tuesday.
The service organization received a three year suspended
charter which wJII be rescinded if the group follows
through on a proposal to remam alcohol-free for two years
and to present hazing awareness programs each year prior
ro pledging awvities, according to junior Bridget Meehan, a
member of the board. 'Thts is obviously a very serious
offense. but I think they presented themselves very well,'
Meehan said. 'The position the board took in this mstance
was to educate people.'

News Briefs were compiled by Tom O'Konowitz,
assistant news editor
Seniors take their first step to leaving, the Senior dinner. The event is one of the few
opportunities seniors have to socialize as a class.
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U.S. threatened by tension in China
Human rights violations pointing to potential crisis
Kristen Schneldler

Western leaders to support Yeltsin's re-election
Leaders of Wes1 ern nations includmg President Bill Chnton,
French Presiden tjacques ChiracJapanese Prime Minister Ryutaro
Hashimoto and leaders from four other industrial nations gathered in Moscow on Saturday to discuss issues such as nuclear
security, but also to announce their opinion of Russian President
Boris Yeltsin as an important world player before a Russian audience. Clinton described Yeltsin as a partner in the quest for prosperity and peace, and confidently predicted that Russian voters
will 'look to the future and not the past' in shaping their society.
Clinton acknowledged that Russians must make their own political choices, butfeels that many will recognize the advantages of
staying on the path of reform.
Naval Academy finding itself in troubled waters
This past weekend, the mood at the U.S. Naval Academy was a
somber oue, as the midshipmen found themselves in the middle
of a week -long 'stand-down'-- restricted to the campus and reheved of all duties, except to ponder how to end a continuing
series of hum iI iatingscandals that have tarnished the institution's
prestige. Over the past few years there have been many publicized
i ncidems of cheating, sexual assaults and drug abuse. In the past
three weeks, one midshipman was arrested for alleged sexual
assault on four female students, and a second was charged with
molesting a toddler; two seniors were accused of breaking and
entering and .mother was indicted on charges of running a cartheft ring.

GOP approaching budget issues with caution
As the election nears, GOP leaders appear to be 'playing it .safe'
when it comes to budget politics. With political analysts, pollsters and the news media in general agreement that President
Clinton strongly defeated the Republi.cans in last year's budget
wars (where the Republicans came on strongly), GOP leaders are
unwilling to engage in another bruising round with the White
House over budget priorities. Under rhe probable GOP presidential candidate Bob Dole, budget discussions have been handled
more diplomatically than they were in the past
Peres says U.S. should lead peace effort
1 ra It 'PTh'n Min
h mon
n nd
pean governments last Sunday to let the Umted States take the
lead in forging a truce in Lebanon. Israeli forces continued to
bombard southern Lebanon for the llthstraightday. while Shiite
Mus! im guerrillas fired rockets into northern Israel. Peres warned
that a multiplicity of mediation effons (from numerous countries) would lead to 'LOtal confusion'

U.N. Moving toward creation of a criminal court
The United Nations has begun to question whether the international community needs a court capable of prosecuting criminal acts arising from the alarming number of regional conflicts
mvolving antagonistic ethnic groups that have broken out since
the Cold War. lt appears that the U.N. is moving slowly toward an
agreement on the need for this permanent international criminal
court, which would deal primarily with genocide and crimes
against humanity.
Catholic group withdraws Clinton invitation
In reaction to President Clinton's veto of the bill to outlaw
parria !-birth abortions, the National Board of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians (AOH), voted this week to withdraw their invitation to the president to attend the AOH 88th Biennial National
Convention The group, the oldest and largest Irish-catholic organization in Amenca, led by Edward ].Wallace, said that, 'the
President's actions cannot, in light of our strong, unwavering and
morally-correct, pro-life position, be allowed to happen.'

World Briefs were compiled by Knsten Schneidler, Tnt. News&
Bu i ness Editor, with tht: aid of wire sources.

Int. News &Busmess Editor
Some scholars believe that the
United States and China are
headed on a crash course, one that
could possibly result in major
ethicalandeconomic problems for
the U.S. Both the U.S. and China
must become more aware of the
signals pointing toward this potentia I crisis.

News Analysis
As far as these signals of disas·
ter are concerned, a f rontrunn ing
issue is human rights violations
in China and Tibet, and how they
are related to China's relations
with the US. Although the issue is
not new, many Americans remain
ignorant of the fact that human
rights in China are deplorable at
best. And many who are aware of
the terrible conditions in China
appear all too willing to ignore
the harsh facts, as long as they do
not threaten their economic involvement with China. These
people may not realize the great
potential this situation poses for
the U.S. to get into trouble because
of China's poor human rights
record.
The lack of human rights and
freedoms in China paints a large
picture of suffering, and what
many Americans would deem as
abuse. Anywhere from no freedom
of speech to religious intolerance,
infringement
upon
what
westerners consider basic human
rights occurs on a daily basis for
the Chinese.
There is one reason behind all
of this, the total control and domination of the Communist party.
Paul Nietupski, assistant professor of religious studies at John
Carroll University, recently returned from China, where he was
a consultant for an upcoming CBS
News report. The report, which

will air in May,focused on the condition of human rights in China
According to Nietupski, "We went
to China to find out what the rate
of development is rea II y like. and
how the Chinese people really feel
about it."
What Nietupski, and those

In addition to this, military escalation is also prevalent in Chinese society. There is a much increased military and police presence, particularly in minority areas, and many socia l restrictions.
All of these actions have been
taken tofurthe rChina 'seconom ic
development. This is
where the issue of
human rights in
China becomes important to the U.S.,
and the ability to
avoid disastrousconflict with China.
Currently, China
holds most-favorednation tradingstatus
with the U.S., and our
trade with China is
crucial to the economic well-being of
both countries. Bill
Clinton, however,
has "delinked" the
human rights issue
from the trade stat us.
This could be a fatal
blunder for a counCommunist soldiers "guarding" a
try which sees itself
religious shrine in Lhasa, Tibet.
as the world's demowith him , observed, was a coun- cratic watchdog.
try where there is "no free speech,
"There have been leaps and
no democratic process, no indi- bounds [in China[ economically,
vidual social mobility, and a so- but the intolerance for human
cial order based on nepotism , rights is horrible. Even though
along with religious intolerance, economic development alone is
and the continuous presence of important to China, and to us, I
one political party [the Commu- th ink we should link economics
nists[ on the small town level.'
and human rights, contrary to the
One exam pie of the religious Clinton agenda,and impose some
intolerance that occurs is there- trade sanctions," said Nietupski.
cent removal of one of the TibetChina cannot be condemned
ans' traditional religious leaders, compler:ely,however. 'Some. things
the Panchen lama, who was re- have im proved ,' according to
placed with one of the Nietupski. 'The Chinese people
government's own 'appointees.'
are happy about the economic re"There's no real freedom of forms, but unhappyabouttheconspeech, no free press. There's no tinuing threat of repression by the
elected representation. There's government .... Fear is a part of life.'
only the Communist party. It's a
The question that Nietupski
huge bureaucracy that maintains and others want to ask is: 'Do we
the status quo. And, there's no way [as Americans[ really care enough
of changing it," said Nietupski.
to do anything about it?'

Harry Wu: A one man crusade for human rights
Kristen Schneldler
Int. News &Business Editor
Communism in China cannot
be compared to a Democratic or
Republican majority in the United
States Congress. For the Chinese,
communism is a way of life-the
only way of hfe.
For those who attempt to chal lenge this way of life, and fight for
better human rightsforthepeople
of China and Tibet, torture and
imprisonment by the government
can become a way of life.
Perhaps no one knows this betterthan Harry Wu, who has spent
a great deal of time imprisoned in

China for his human rights activism. Wu, now a U.S. citizen, was
most recently detained by Communist authorities on june 19,
1995,and released on Aug.24,1995.
As part of his activism on behalf
of human rights, Wu travels
around the world talkingabout his
experiences. Wu spoke at
Georgetown University last fall,
where students were outraged to
hear the reality of the poor conditions in China.
Wu told the audience that he
has been a convicted criminal in
China since the age of 20 for telling state secrets, and that he "s uf-
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Beck bound
for Florida
JCU set designer to
pursue career at
Florida Southern
College
Laurie Blrko
Staff Reporter
Stacks or packed boxes clutter the office
of james F. Beck, assistant professor of communications. Packing is notclosurefor Beck,
but rather the beginning of the career he
has always envisioned.
In August, Beck starts a teaching position at Florida Southern College in Lakeland, Fla. "My ultimate goal is to teach at a
liberal arts school at a theater program.foster in students that same appreciation of
theater that was given to me, and to send
students off to work professionally and at
the same time to work professionally myse If ," Be ck sa t·d .
Beck has taught theater courses at john
Car roll University for the past six years.
"He was a good teacher He knew what he
was talking about and got the students interested in it." said junior Bill Sindelar.
As part of the position, Beck was involved injCU theatrical productions in variouscapacil ies. Jn thefall, Beck directed and
designed the set for them us ical "Man of La
Mancha" and most recently he was the set
designerforBertoltBrecht'splay"TheGood
Woman of Setzuan."
jackie Schmidt, associate professor and
ch<tir of the communications department,
said, "It's a shame to lose j im because he's a
strong and talented designer. He'll do well
wherever he is."
Beck was active in high school theater
and la te r became involved with

sets
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Crego, Brian
Year: Sophomore
Major: Elementary Education
Favorite Indians Player: Jim
Thome: because of the long home
runs he h1ts and the way he wears
his socks.
Favorite Disney Movie: The l10n
Kmg
What makes you happy?:
Watchtng a child learn somethtng or
succeed at something you taught htm
or her.
Favorite Candy: Anyth1ng with
chocolate or peanut butter in it.
What are your plans for the
summer vacation?: I will be
worlcing wtth first graders until mtdJune and working at Mayfield
Reg1onal Ltbrary
Favorite Musical Instrument:
Trumpet

.

munications instructor. "Most people can fore a show opens.
"I'm fJghting for space for a show that is
on lydoone, but he can do both. He also can
opening in a few days," Beck said "1 here
direc t well."
Last summer, Beck designed the set for have been cases where I have had to cancel
the Kenley Players summerstock theater. rehearsal or have it at lO p.m. I'm tired of
The Kenley Players is a professional theater that struggle."
Regard less of the problems that Beck
group that is under the direction of John
Ken ley, one of the most famous producers has encountered, he said that he will miss
his work and the people here.
in America.
"It's hard to leave something that you've
One oft he shows that Beck designed for
Kenley, "The Man Who Came to Dinner," worked at, shaped and built." Beck said, ''I'll
starring Tony Randall, may be going to miss the students."
Nonetheless, Beck is optimistic of what
Broad way "I didn't think at this early stage
the
future holds for him at Florida Southern
of my career that l would take a show to
as well as in the professional theatncal
Broadway," Beck said.
Although Beck's career in Ohio is flour- world. Beck said, "I'm doing what I always
ishing, he hopes to find more opportunities . wanted to do''
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and a more focused program in Flonda.
"There, since it is a theater program , I
will be more specifically confined to technical theater courses and a greater vane I y
of courses that l can teach," Beck said.
Beck'snewpositionwillalsorecetve upport for the theater program
from
the cold
h
lege. "They're committe tot e arts as an
important part of a liberalansexperience,"
Beck said.
Though he maintains thatjCU has been
supportive of the theater department, Beck
said that the university needs to be more
pro-active. "They support our budget needs
and requests but they don't go out and get
more for the program," said Beck.
"I think the university is not as strongly
committed to theater as Jim Beck would
like," said Schmidt. "The university values
the arts but it is not in the highest priority.
!don 't know if they'rewilhngtoenlargethe
program."
In Beck's six years at JCU, the theater
facilities have been a nagging problem.
Since Kulas doesn't belong to thecommu-
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Beck enjoys the challenges and creativity involved with set design.
students realized there was a purpose; that
you had to reach an audience. that you had
to move an audience-make them ex perience something," he said.
When Beck first arrived, many people
outsideof the campuswereunawareofJCU's
theater. "But now people recognize john
Carroll as having a theater," Beck said.
Beck has worked toward improving the
theater facilities. He was able to bring in a
$75,000 grant from the Kulas Foundation.
The money from the gram was used to renovate and improve the lighting system of
Kulas Auditorium.
But Beck's work in theater goes much
further than the walls of Kulas.
He has designed numeroussetsforClevelandareatheatersandislook ingtoworkon
off-Broadway plays. His most recent accomplishment is the set of "Talking Bones,"
by Shay Youngblood, which is playing at
the Karamu Theater.
"I feel first and foremost that I am a designer; that's what I love. I like to design. It
doesn't matter what it is," said Beck

He graduated from Hiram College with
a degree in theater, then earned his master
of £me arts at Ohio University. Beck completed doctoral courses at the Un iversity of
Missouri as well.
After being employed with the Oh io
Light Opera as a stage manager and as a
teaching assistant at the University of Missouri, Beck saw opportunities to build a
theater program atJCU.
·
"I was looking forsomething[towhichl I
cou ld lend my vision of what theater should
be," Beck said.
Accordingtolleck, heconfronted a program that was unfocused and approached
as only an extra curr icula r activity
"My goal was to create a program where

WAkE up TO THE bluEs

Cleveland Marina Hiring
If you have a friendly, upbeat personality and want to work in

fered cruelties for 19 years while
held in 12 different labor camps."
While he was not physically
beaten or tortured during his most
recent imprisonment, Wu did say
that"it was mental torture-for66
days I was held against my will in
a 9-by-12 room, with no privacy,
and no real outside communication. There was a great deal of uncertainty,not knowing what 1was
charged with, and not knowing if
the U.S. government even cared."
As a result of his experiences,
Wu's message for the world is, 'Life
without freedom is only haU a
life. And, we should al! care."
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because tt ts good for your eyes1ght.
What is your favorite Marriott
meal?: A Philly steak or a double
cheeseburger
What is your favorite tourist
attraction?: Paris, France because
of the landmarks and the romance
associated w1th it.
If you could travel in a time
machine, where would you
stop?: I would go back to the ttme
of the ancient Greeks to participate
tn the first
nfcrmat;on comp«l by Arm. [)frii'ICo
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Western leaders to support Yeltsin's re-election
Leaders of V·ies1ern nations including President Bill Clinton,
French PresidentjacquesChiracjapanese Prime Minister Ryutaro
Hashimoto and leaders from four other industrial nations gathered m Moscow on Saturday to discuss ISSUes such as nuclear
security, but also to announce their opinion of Russian President
Boris Yeltsin as an important world player before a Russian audience. Clinton described Yeltsin as a partner in the quest for prosperity and peace, and confidently predicted that Russian voters
will'look to the future and not the past' in shaping their society.
Clinton acknowledged that Russtans must make their own political choices, but feels that many will recognize the advantages of
staying on the path of reform.

Naval Academy finding itself in troubled waters
This past weekend, the mood at the U.S. Naval Academy was a
somber oue, as the midshipmen fo und themselves in the middle
of a week -long 'stand-down'·- restricted to the campus and relieved of all duties, except to ponder how to end a continuing
series of hum iliatingscanda Is that have tarnished the institution's
prestige. Over the past few yearstherehave been manypublici.z.ed
incidenrsof cheating,sexualassaultsanddrugabuse. In the past
three weeks, one midshipman was arrested for alleged sexual
assault on four female students, and a second was charged with
molesting a toddler, two seniors were accused of breaking and
entering and another was indicted on charges of running a cartheft ring.

GOP approaching budget issues with caution
As the election nears, GOP leaders appear to be 'playing it safe'
when it comes to budget politics. With political analysts, pollsters and the news media in general agreement that President
Clinton strongly defeated the Republicans in last year's budget
wars(where the Republicans came on strongly), GOP leaders are
unwilling to engage in another bruising round with the White
House over budget priorities. Under the probable GOP presidential candidate Bob Dole, budget discussions have been handled
more diplomatically than they were in the past.

Peres says U.S. should lead peace effort
l51'a I 'Prim M n
h mon
u
n nd
pean governmenrs last Sunday to let the United States take the
lead in forging a truce in Lebanon. Israeli forces continued to
bombard southern Lebanon for the 11th straight day, while Shiite
Mus lim guerrillas fired rockets into non hern Israel. Peres warned
that a multiplicity of mediation efforts (from numerous countries) would lead to 'total confusion.'

U.N. Moving toward creation of a criminal court
The United Nations has begun to question whether the interna tiona! community needs a court capable of prosecuting crimina 1acts an sing from the alarming number of regional conflicts
Involving antagonistic ethnic groups that have broken out since
rheCold War. It appears that the U.N. ismovingslowlytowardan
agreement on the need for this permanentinternationalcriminal
court, whtch would deal primarily with genocide and crimes
against humanity.

Catholic group withdraws Clinton invitation
In reaction to President Clinton's veto of the bill to outlaw
partial-birth abortions, the National Board of the Ancient Order
of Hibernians (AOH), voted this week to withdraw their invitation to the president to attend the AOH 88th Biennial National
Convention. The group, the oldest and largest Irish-catholic organization m America, led by Edward ].Wallace, said that, 'the
President'~ actions cannot, in light of our strong, unwavering and
morally-correc t, pro-life position, be allowed to happen.'

World Briefs we recompiled by Kristen Schneidler, Int. News&
Busi ne s Editor, with the aid of wire sources.

U.S. threatened by tension in China
Human rights violations pointing to potential crisis
Kristen Schneldler
Int. News & Busmess Editor
Some scholars believe that the
United States and China are
headed on a crash course, one that
could possibly result in major
eth ica 1and economic problems for
the U.S. Both the U.S. and China
must become more aware of the
signals pointing toward this potential crisis.

News Analysis
As far as these signals of disaster are concerned, a front running
issue is human rights violations
in China and Tibet, and how they
are related to China's relations
with the U.S. Although the issue is
not new, many Americans remain
ignorant of the fact that human
rights in China are deplorable at
best. And many who are aware of
the terrible conditions in China
appear all too willing to ignore
the harsh facts, as long as they do
not threaten their economic involvement with China. These
people may not realize the great
potential this situation poses for
the U.S. w get into trouble because
of China's poor human rights
record.
The lack of human rights and
freedoms in China paints a large
picture of suffering, and what
many Americans would deem as
abuse.Anywhere from no freed om
of speech to religious intolerance,
infringement
upon
what
westerners consider basic human
righ:ts occurs on a daily basis for
the Chinese .
There is one reason behind all
of this, the total control and domination of the Communist party.
Paul Nietupski, assistant professor of religious studies at John
Carroll University, recently returned from China, where he was
a consultant for an upcoming CBS
News report. The report, which

will air in May,focused on thecondition of human rights in China.
According to Nietupski, "We went
to China to find out what the rate
of development is really like, and
how the Chinese people really feel
about it."
What Nietupski, and those

ln addition to this, militaryescalation is also prevalent in Chinese society. There is a much increased military and police presence, particularly in minority areas, and many social restrictions.
All of these actions have been
taken tofurtherChina'seconomic
development.This is
where the issue of
human rights in
China becomes important to the U.S.,
and the ability to
avoid disastrousconflict with China.
Currently, China
holds most-favorednation tradingstatus
with the U.S., and our
trade with China is
crucial to the economic well-being of
both countries. Bill
Clinton, however,
has "delinked" the
human rights issue
from thetradestatus.
This could be a fatal
blunder for a counCommunist soldiers "guarding" a
try which sees itself
religious shrine in Lhasa, Tibet.
as the world's demowith him, observed, was a coun- cratic watchdog.
try where there is "no free speech,
"There have been leaps and
no democratic process, no indi- bounds [in China] economically,
vidual social mobility, and a so- but the intolerance for human
cial order based on nepotism , rights is horrible. Even though
along with religious intolerance, economic development alone is
and the continuous presence of important to China, and to us, I
one political party [the Commu- think we should link economics
nists] on the small town level.'
and human rights,comrarytothe
One example of the religious Clintonagenda,andimposesome
intolerance that occurs is the re- trade sanctions," said Nietupski.
cent removal of one of the TibetChina cannot be condemned
ans' traditional religious leaslers, completely,however. 'Some.things
the Panchen Lama, who was re- have improved,' according to
placed with one of the Nietupski. 'The Chinese people
government's own 'appointees.'
are happy about the economic re"There's no real freedom of forms, but unhappyabout theconspeech, no free press. There's no tinuing threat of repression by the
elected representation. There's government.... Fear is a part of life.'
only the Communist party. It's a
The question that Nietupski
huge bureaucracy that maintains and others want to ask is: 'Do we
the status quo. And, there's no way (as Americans] really care enough
of changing it," said Nietupski.
to do anything about it?'

Harry Wu: A one man crusade for human rights
Kristen Schneldler
Int. News &Business Edi t or

Communism in China cannot
be compared to a Democratic or
Republican majonty in the United
States Congress. For the Chinese,
communism is a way of life-the
only way of life.
For those who attempt to challenge this way of life, and fight for
better human rights for the people
of China and Tibet, torture and
imprisonment by the government
can become a way of life.
Perhaps no one knows this betterthan Harry Wu, who has spent
a great deal of time imprisoned in

China for his human rights activ- fered cruelties for 19 years while
ism. Wu, now a U.S. citizen, was held in 12 different labor camps."
While he was not physically
most recently detained by Communist authorities on June 19, beaten or tortured during his most
1995,and released on Aug.24, 1995. recent imprisonment,Wu did say
As part of his activism on behalf that "it was mental torture-for66
of human rights, Wu travels days I was held against my will in
around the world talkingabout his a 9-by-12 room, with no privacy,
experiences. Wu spoke at and no real outside communicaGeorgetown University last fall, tion. There was a great deal of unwhere students were outraged to certainty. not knowing what! was
hear the reality of the poor condi- charged with, and not knowing if
the U.S. government even cared."
tions in China.
As a result of his experiences,
Wu told the audience that he
has been a convicted criminal in Wu's messagefon he world is,'Li fe
China since the age of 20 for tell- without freedom is only half a
ing state secrets, and that he "suf- life. And, we shou ld all care.'

Beck bound
for Florida
JCU set designer to
pursue career at
Florida Southern
College
Laurie Blrko
Staff Reporter
Stacks of packed boxes clutter the office
of james F Beck, assistant professor of communications. Packing is notclosurefor Beck,
but rather the beginning of the career he
ha s always envisioned .
In August, Beck starts a teaching position at Florida Southern College in Lakeland, Fla. "My ultimate goal is to teach at a
liberal arts school at a theater program, foster in students that same appreciation of
theater that was given w me, and to send
students off to work professionally and at
the same time to work professionally myself," Beck sa id.
Beck has taught theater courses at John
Carroll University for the past six years.
"He was a good teacher He knew what he
was talking about and got the students interested in it." said junior Bill Sindelar.
As part of the position , Beck was involved injCU theatrical productions in variouscapacities.lnthefall,Beckdirectedand
designed the set for the musical"Man of La
Mancha" and most recently he was the set
designer for Benoit Brecht's play "The Good
Woman of Setzuan"
jackie Schmidt, associate professor and
chair of the communications department,
said, "It's a shame to losej im because he's a
strong and tal ented designer. He'll do well
wherever he is."
Beck was acnve m high school thea ter

antd later became involved with

Beck enjoys the challenges and creativity involved with set design.
students realized there was a purpose: that
you had to reach an audience, that you had
to move an audience-make them experience something," he said.
When Beck first arrived, many people
outsideofthecampuswereunawareofjCU's
theater. "But now people recognize john
Carroll as having a theater," Beck said.
Beck has worked toward improving the
theater facilities. He was able to bring in a
$75,000 grant from the Kulas Foundation.
The money from the grant was used to renovate and improve the lighting system of
Kulas Auditorium.
But Beck's work in theater goes much
further than the walls of Kulas.
HehasdesignednumeroussetsforCieveland area theaters and is looking to work on
off -Broadway plays. His most recent accomplishment is the set of "Talking Bones,"
by Shay Youngblood, which is playing at
the Karamu Theater.
"I feel first and foremost that I am a designer: that's what I love. I like to design. It
doesn't matter what it is." said Beck
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and a more focused program in Florida.
"There, since it IS a theater program, I
will be more specifically confined to technical th eater courses and a greater varie1 y
of courses that l can teach," Beck said.
Beck's new position wi II also rccei vcsuppon for the theater program from the college. "They're com mined to the arts as an
important part of a liberal artsexperience ,"
Beck said.
Though he maintains thatjCU has been
supportive of the theater department, Beck
said that the university needs tO be more
pro-active. "They support our budget needs
and requests but they don't go out and get
more for the program," said Beck.
"I think the university is not as strongly
committed to theater as jim Beck would
like," said Schmidt. "The university values
the arts but it is not in the highest priority.
!don't know if they're willing roen large the
program."
In Beck's six years at jCU, the theater
fac ilities have been a nagging problem .
Since Kulas doesn't belong to the commu-

Year: Sophomore
Major: Elementary Education
Favorite Indians Player: Jim
Thome; because of the long home
runs he hits and the way he wears
h1s socks.
Favorite Disney Movie: The l1on
Kmg

What makes you happy?:
Watching a child learn someth1ng or
succeed at something you taught him
or her.
Favorite Candy: Anyth1ng With
chocolate or peanut butter 1n 1t
What are your plant for the
summer vacadon?: I will be
working with first graders until midJune and work•ng at Mayfield
Reg1onal Library
Favorite Musical Instrument:

M!ft!.;ftll.ll!;piiJ-.,B.,.....~~~~·~~·ijiiiilii~!i;;i••,.•••lllll

munications instructor. "Most people can fore a show opens.
"I'm fighting for space for a show that is
onlydoone, but he cando both. He also can
opening in a few days," Beck sa id . "There
direct well."
Last summer, Beck designed the set for have been cases where l have had to cancel
the Kenley Players summerstock theater. rehearsal or have it at 10 p.m. I'm tired of
The Kenley Players is a professional theater that struggle."
Regardless of the problems that Beck
group that is under the direction of John
Kenley, one of the most famous producers has encountered, he said that he will miss
his work and the people here.
in America.
"It's hard to leave something that you've
One of the shows that Beck designed for
Kenley, "The Man Who Came to Dinner," worked at, shaped and built," Beck said," I'll
starring Tony Randall, may be going to miss the students."
Nonetheless, Beck is opnmistic of what
Broadway. "I didn't think at this early stage
the
future holds for him at Florida Southern
of my career that I would take a show to
as well as in the professional theatrical
Broadway," Beck said.
Although Beck's career in Ohio is flour- world. Beck said, "I'm doing what 1always
ishing. he hopes to find more opportunities . wanted to do."

He graduated from Hiram College with
a degree in theater, then earned his master
of fine arts at Ohio University. Beck com pleted doctoral courses at the University of
Missouri as well.
After being employed with the Ohio
Ugh1 Opera as a stage manager and as a
teaching assistant at the University of Mtssouri, Beck saw opportunities to build a
theater program atjCU.
"I was looking forsomething[towhich]l
could lend my vision of what theatershould
be," Beck said.
Accardi ng to Beck, he confro nted a program that was unfocused and approached
as on Iy an extra curricular activity.
"My goal was to create a program where
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Dream in' a Iittle Daydream

_The Carroll News, April25, 1996

Sub covers old material
Maria Voklc

ENTERTAINNIENT

CD reviews: Motley Two

Staff Reporter

Coming
Art
The Cleveland Center for Comemporary An presents Four
Views, an exhtbttion of photographs and snapshots by four anhtson vtew Friday, May 3 through August 4.The photographic art

1ncludes a ~.:ries of business cards reflecting the people they
represent as well as family snapshots, anonymous photographs,
ptctures o[ the envtronment and other vanous tmagery and watw.:olors. Also on exhibition at the Ccmcr ts the Holocaust
Projecr : From Darkness Into Light on vtew Sunday, May 5
through August II Admission tS freeat all times. For gallery hours
or more information call the Center at 421-8671.

Film

local band Allivin Daydream are (clockwise from bottom left): Pat McAiea (rhythm guitar), Marc
Auburn (drums), Jonathan Kloepfer (vocals), Jason Adams (bass) and Kevin Brown (lead guitar).

Mulholland Falls CMGM Pictures), a star-studded film featunng Cleft to Tll!,ht in above picture) Christopher Penn, Nick
Nulte, M1chael Madsen and Chazz Palminten as a team of elite
1950's Los Angfles police detectives nicknamed the 'Hat Squad,'
openstomorrow(friday,A~it26).M lanie · iffith..playingl'iolte's
wile Kat ham c,andjohn MalkovJ\:h also star 111 thi sgnttystoryof
a baffling murder case which threatens the existence of the Hat
Squad Itself. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.

Comedy
rhc lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
st udent~a spec tal $1 admissiOn tom idntghtshowsevcrySaturday.

Students must be 19yearsold or over; however, on lyonestudent in
the party needs a CarrolliD. Scheduled to perform this Saturday,
Arml 27 1s Christopher Titus Reservations are required. Call
b96 ·lb77

Music
John ( arroll Untvcrsny welcomes jan Hora for an organ recnal Mond<1Y April29at8 p m in 1 he Sa tnt Francis Chapel. Hora
h :1 profcs,llr of org,tn at the Prague Conservatory and will perlnttn mu'K ,,f the Hapsburg Er;~ from Bohemia and Austria and
\\mk-. hy )ohan n '>ebast ian Bach The recital is f rce and open to the
puhltc f·or further tnformJ.tion rall197 1717

Theatre
Pl.tyhnuse Squarr Center presenls(leveland'sdebut of Stomp.
wmmng percussion group playmg Tuesday, April 30
thmugh M,ty 'i at the Palace Theatre Stomp's unique style i
,111 rt buted totnst rumen ts ~uc h as garbage cans, tea chests, plasuc
hJgs. ••nd hu bl<l[l'o ltckets range from $18 to$30and are avai !able
at the Pia>• house ~uare Center box office. all Ad vantix outlets or
Lh,trge hy phone at Hl -600 0 For more information. call 77l-H-H
an <~ "-.lTCl

Dnb,una I heat re presems the Cleveland prcmtcreof A Perfect
Ganrsh now through May 12. fhe comedy revolves around two
nuddle aged New fngland women who JOUrney to lndm for an
unforgcu,tblc voyage 1hat heals their souls For more information
on tKkeb and showume;,, C<lll932 6838.

Cleveland City Music Ha ll presents the Broadway musical
Grease.opcnmg May 7 and conunuing through May 12 for a total
, of erght performances. ror more information call398-l93l.
C..Mllllj(

Arrractwns were compiled by Lani Assily and Sam
en terta inment eduors. Dates and times are sub--

)IIIli I y a"r>tcml

JC<I to, ftc1 n.~e .

Laura A. Gerken
Staff Reporter
His slender note-nurturing fi ngers draw the cigarette from his
mouth. When the cloud of smoke
drifts away, you're greeted with
bright green eyes, short-cropped
blond hair, and a perpetually
genuinesmileframed by a neatlyshaped goatee. john Carroll University senior Marc Auburn,
drummer for the young yet increasingly popular band, Allivin
Daydream, tilts back in his chair
and places his feet
upon the desk.
'Ever since
high school we

Meanwhilejonathan Koepfler,
the current lead singer, was expandi ngand strengthening his vocal cords through singing lessons,
choir groups and auditions.
"Pat MeA lea started developing
his skills on the rhythmic guitar
while Jason Adams took up the
bassguitar,'saidAuburn. ' It wasn't
until thesummerfollowingsenior
year when the four of us sat in a
basement perfecting cover songs
when Jason happened to mention
that his cousin, Kevin, might be
interested in
playing gui"Each song has a
tar."
But beknew we wanted quality which
fore the the
to suck together,
band had
no matte r where invites everyone.
the chance to
we were headed,'
get started,
said Auburn. It is It's original, it's
they
ennot the norm for a
countered a
close-knit group pure, It contains
three-year
of hi gh school
hiatus. "We
friends to "dream various styles put
all went our
a little dream"
separate
then live it out to- ;nto one ,
ways. We
•••
get her. But for Au- ••
were either
burn and his five
enrolled in
Marc Auburn school or
closest friends
whoallgrewup in
working ,"
the same Bay Village neighbor- satd Auburn. Auburn had his
hood , there was no room for doubt. hands full here atJohn Carroll as a
They were too busy beheving.
communications major, member
When Auburn was six, his fa- of the men's varsity soccer team
ther purchased a used drum set and work ing part-time at Pizzazz.
for Auburn's older brother. Little
"New Year's Eve (of Auburn's
did Auburn's dad know that he junior year at JCU) was the first
would make the set his own. "Two time all of us got together. We
of my friends in the ftfth grade played tn a house at Ohio State for
would rush home from school four hours and ended up recordwith me, and we'd spend hours ingfiveoriginalsongs. Weal! left
poundingaway in someone's base- knowing that something wou ld
ment," said Auburn.
come of this," said Auburn.

Sure enough, the ball was set in
motion. Their first gig before a
clientele occurred at Pizzazz in
Spring 1995 for "Open Mic" Night.
One of the impressed audience
members was manager for a band
playing at Peabody's Down Under.
He asked if they'd be interested in
opening up for their show
Auburn picks this first gig as
one of his proudest accomplishments. "It was the coolest feeling
to lookout and see all those people
who were there on our behalf, not
because they had to be, but because they wanted to be."
One year later, Auburn finds
himself feverish ly attem pting to
find balance. It is not uncommon
for the band to have a two-hour set
on a Tuesday night in Clevel and,
then load their stuff up and return home at 3:30a.m. Following
a few hours of sleep, Auburn has
the additional duty of heading to
classes, only to depart in the later
afternoon for a gig in Columbus.
"It's extremely hard to have to
go to class on such little sleep,"
said Auburn. "Right now l'm just
trymg to survive in schooL I can't
wait to be done because I really
believe it's holding the band back"
Auburn attempts to describe
the music Allivin Daydream have
to offer. "Each song has a qualuy
which invites everyone. It's original, it's pure, it contains various
styles put into one. lt'ssimply perfect for the times."
Asked what he would want his
audience to leave with, Auburn
replies with the most genuine of
smiles, "I'd just like for everyone to
be happy and walk away saying,
'Man, that was awesome."'

He's not you• .•rdinary
subsutute. Thts, however,
could soon be yuur ordinary high schooL Metal detectors. On-grounds police.
Drug-dealing by the Kings
of Destruction gang. These
are on ly a few of the problems for skilled mercenary
Shale (Tom Berenger) to
handle 1n Orion Pictures'
latest release. Tlte SubstJtute.
Studentsdriving BMWs
and
weanng
Rolex
watches tn this other wise
ea.-~"""""'
poor,Hispaniccommunity Tom Berenger is mercenary-turned
111 Mtamtleaveasubtlehint
teacher Shale in The Substitute
of somethtng hidden beneath the as they try to survive in a drugsurface. Cia ude Rolle (Ernie dealing world. While he becomes
Hudson), princ:tpal of Columbus attached tothesestudents, he also
HighSchoolandasuspiciouschar- learns of Rolle's major comribuacter himse lf, seems not to take tions to their nightmare. Thefilm
notice- or doe~ he? He turns out turns into a battle as Shale seeks
to be one of the chief distributors to put an end to the dealings of
in the school's d mg racket. But he Rolle and his accomplices.
must maintain his reputatiOn as a
The Substitute continues
respectable and frie ndly princi - Berenger'sstringof action-packed
pal while keeping these other moviessuchashisGoldenGlobematters top secret. After all, im- winning role in Platoon . This film
age is important to a candidate for gives a new twist to the overdone
mayor.
subject of drugs, students and the
Shale is drawn into the mess teachers who redeem them. With
when his girlfriend Kate Hetzko a mixture of Bruce Will is' muscle
(Diane Venora), a teacher at Co- in Die Hard and Michelle Pfeiffer's
lumbus High, is assau lted by a determination in Dangerous
member of the Kings gang. Now Minds. Berenger creates a likable
Sha le is out for revenge. Taking a nd trustworthy character. H1s
the pseudonym james Smith and more mature att itude invites susfo rging his credentials , he fills in pense and mystery to his suave
as a substitute for Kate's class. personality,addinga f reshdimenShale learnsof rhe struggles of the sion to the scenes of schoolroom
indifferent teenagers in his class drama. ( r6 rfi 1'!5 out of five)
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The Moog Cookbook
(Restless)

&&&&
This is some cruel hoax. These
sound like my favorite songs, but
something is wrong wah themterribly wrong.
Stay calm. There is nothing
wrong here. This is The Moog
CooldJOok, a new CD release from
Restless Records.
Keyboard wizards Roger Joseph Manningjr.a nd Bna n Kehew
took some cool songs and made
them over in a style vaguely reminiscent of the mid-'80s to compose this unique "cookbook' Just
a few songs that garmsh the visionary CD are "Black Hole Sun"
by Soundgarden, Weezer's "Budd y
Holly" and Tom Petty's "Free
Fallin."
The highlight of the ten-song
set, though, has to be the remake
of "Basket Case" from Green Day.
There's no need to struggle to hear
the familiar melody through the
music that sounds like the theme
to the popular'80s television show,
"The Greatest American Hero."
The CD does not have any of
the traditional vocals, just a few
computer-augmented ones which
only add to the ambiance of the
piece. Expect to hear sound bites,
-

laser guns and explosions added to
Pearljam's"Even Flow" and a drum
machine takingaway"Smells Like
Teen Spirit" from Nirvana
This CD also features remakes
of songs by Lenny Kravitz, Offspnng, REM and, yes. Neil Young.
No one has been spared The Moog
Cookbook is something that needs
to be experienced first hand. No
explanation can prepare the listener for what awaits. just look for
the CD with guys in spacesuits on
the cover.

-Andrew Schlegelmilch

Skinny Puppy
The PTOcess
(American)

&&&
Imagine being in labor for two
years. Ouch! Something tells me
that would require more than an
aspirin. Skinny Puppy's latest CD,
The Process, was a two-year labor,
and one just as painful as any hospital birth. Unlike some parents
who continue to have children,
though. this latest album will be
the1r last.
Over two years, a lotca n change
And thechangingemotionsin this
collage of vocals cover a wide
range. Ni vek Ogre's voca Is go from
~'

a burning scream in "Death" to a
melodic mantra in "Candle." Cevin
Key's drumming and Dwayne
Goettel's suppon on the synthesizer explore their own gamut of
sound. Even the album title alludes to opposites.
According to Ogre, commenting in a press release from American Records, "The Process was a
psychotherapy cull that started
1n the early '60s. They were
deemed a Satamc cuh, but they
were neither atantc nor Christian In fact, they were both and
all They were into rhe dual tty of
oppo ites.·
Ali tener' reacuon to The Process depends a grea t deal on hts or
her mood an he ume. Maybe watt
for that angry and violent mood to
give it a hs1en But then be sure to
listen to the whole thmg before
forming any opinions. There's a
little bu of every mood in it- angry. sad and even almost happy.
As the disembodied vmceat the
end of tra k one, jah ya," says: II
may be prepared u1 some way, although 1t looks lilze an acciderlt.
While the raucous vocals and
ptercing melody rule it ou1 as bedtime mus1c, The Proas is dcfinaely meant to be blasted in the
ten-minute scream-outs during
finals week.

-Tammy Conway
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Kristen Schneldler

Okay, I admit it. At times(frequently, m facl ) I have been accused of being the ultimate hopeless romantiC (hopeless being the
key word here} So, with pleasure,
l plunge into the dream-world of
Mrs. Wi nterbou rne, the latest release£ r m Mira max Pictures.
The film, star ring Shirley
Maclame, Brendan Fraser and
Rtcki Lake, is sure to become one
of spring's hn movies Lake plays
Connie Doyle, a girl who leaves
home as soon as she can to head
for New York City. There she begins hvmg with a real low-lifer,
who throws her out when she tells
him she is pregnant.
Months later, and ready to give

btrth at any ume,Connie is shoved
onto a train headed for Boston.
Here Connie meets Hugh Winterbourne. But JUSt moments after
this meeting, the train is mvolved
in a horrible wreck, and days later,
Connie wakes up in a hospital.
Only, Con me IS no longer Conn1e.
In While You Were Sleeping
comic style, a classic case of mis taken identity results in everyone
believing that Connie is actually
Mrs. Patricia Winterbourne, which
Connie discovers when they bring
her her newborn son, known as
"Baby Wmterbourne."
One problem for Connie, who
at firsr tries to reveal hertrue identity but eventually gives up, is
Hugh's twin brother, Bill (Fraser).
Before either of them realizes it,

Bill and Con ni e fall in love. The
scene where they tango, and the
scene where Bill tellsConnie how
he feels about her real! y make this
movie worth seemg-the chemistry is genuinely believable.
Maclaine turns in one of her
typically humorous stellar performances. Fraser, of whom I have
never really been a huge fan ,
makestheaudicnce want to fall in
love while watching this movte.
And Lake, while some may initially be turned off by her tal kshow fame, handles this role nicely.
Mrs. Wi nterbou rne doesn't
have a terribly deep plot, but we
can all use a little pure €ntertainmentat times. If that's what you're
looking for, this movie is sure to
please. ( r6 15 6 out of five)

ct..alc

___________

Winterbourne film debut for Lake
Int. News & Business Ed1tor
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Dream in' a Iittle Daydream
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Sub covers old material
Marla Voklc

ENTERTAIN\tENT

CD reviews: Motley Two

Staff Reporter

Coming
Art
The Cleveland Ce nter for Contemporary Art presents Four
Views, an exh1btuon of photographs and snapshots by four arrJ~tson view Friday, May 3 through August 4. The photographic art
mcludes a >cries of business cards reflecting the people they
represent a<, well as family snapshots, anonymous photographs,
pictures of tb.: environment and other vanous imagery and wattl<:olors. Also on exhibition ar the Center is the Holocaust
Projec t: From Darkness In to Light on view Sunday, May 5
through Augustll. Admission 1s free at all times. For gallery hours
or more mformation call the Center at 421 -8671.

Film

Mulh ollan d Fa lis (MGM Pictures), a star-studded film featunng Cleft to n5ht in above picture) Christopher Penn, Nick
Nolte, Mtchael Madsen and Chazz Palmimeri as a team of elite
1950' Los Angeles police detectives nicknamed the ' Hat Squad,'
opens tomorrow (Friday,Apri\ 26). Melanie Griffith.pla_y1ng.Nolt.e's
wife Kat hcnnc,ancJ)ohn Malkov!Lh alsostann thisgmtystoryof
a bafr11ng murder ca e which threatens the existence of the Hat
Squad Itself. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes.

Comedy
lhe lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer john Carroll
st ucJentsa spec tal $1 adm1sston to midnight shows every Saturday.
'>t udcnts must be !9 years old or over, however, on Iy one student in
1hc P<HIY needs.! arrolJif).Schedulcd to perform this Saturday,
Apnl 27 ~~C h ristopher Titus Rcservauons are required. Call
6lJb 4677

Music
john ( arroll Un1 crsny welcomes jan Hora for an organ reMonday Apnl29at 8 p m in 1hr Satnt Francis ChapeL Hora
1' a prokss\>r ol organ at the PraF,ue Conserva tory and wil l perlo!Jil mustc ,,f the Hapsburg Fra from Bohemta and Austria and
\\nrb b)' )ohJnn SebJstlan Bach 1 he recital is f rcc and open tot he
publit. fw fu n her mkmnation call397-4717

t:ll<tl

Theatre
Pl.l)'housc ~4u~rt' Ccnlcr presents Cleveland's debut of Stomp,
.tn aw.ml wmn1ng percusston group pla)'mg Tuesday. April 30
thn ugh Ma)' 'i at the Palace lhrarrc. Stomp's unique style is
.u1 nbutcd to tn~trument' such as g.trbagc cans, tea che ts, plastic
bag~. and hubcap> T1ckcts range I rom $18 to $30and are available
a1 the Playhouse ~uarc Ccmcr box ofhcc. all Advanux out lets or
t.harr,t' by phone at 241-6000 For more information, call 77l44H
nohama I he,mc presents theCkw;land prcm1creof A Perfect
Ganes It now through May 12. rhe comedy revolves around two
mtddlc aged New Fngland women who JOUrney to lnd1a [or an
unforgcnable voyage t hal heals their souls For more information
on tKkers and showumc<;, cal\932-6838

lleveland Ctty Music Hall presents the Broadway musical
G rease.opcnmg May 7 and continuing through May 12 for a total

, of e1ght performances. Fo r more mformation call 398-1931.
Lm1w1,~ Au rawan were compiled by Lani Assily and Sam
.'>ulnl v tmi\Wn l entertamment editors. Dates and times are sub-

JC<IIo t Ira ll,t:C

Local band Allivin Dayd ream are (clockwise from bottom left): Pat McAiea (rhyt tm guitar), Marc
Auburn (drums), Jonathan Kloepfer (vocals), Jason Adams (bass) and Kevin Brown (lead guitar).
Laura A. Gerken
Meanwhilejonath an Koepfler,
Staff Reporter
the current lead singer, was exHis slender note-nurturing fin- pandingand strengthening his vogers draw the c1garette from his cal cords through singing lessons,
mouth. When the cloud of smoke choir groups and aud itions.
drifts away, you're greeted with
"Pat MeA lea started developing
bright green eyes, short-cropped his skills on the rhythmic guitar
blond hair, and a perpetually while jason Adams took up the
genuinesmi leframed by a neatly- bassguitar,'saidAuburn. ' It wasn't
shaped goatee john Car roll Uni- umil the summer followingse nior
versi t y senior Marc Auburn, year when the four of us sat in a
drumm er for the young yet in- basement perfecting cover songs
creasingly popu lar band, Allivin whenjason happened to men tio n
Daydream, ti lts back in his cha ir that his co usi n, Kevin, might be
and places his feet
interested in
upon the desk.
playing gui'Ever si nce "Each song has a
tar."
high school we
But beknew we wanted quality which
fore the the
to suck together,
band had
no matter where invites everyone.
thechanceto
we were headed,"
get sta rted,
enthey
said Auburn. It is It's original, it's
not the nor m for a
cou ntered a
close-knit group pure, it contains
t hr ee-year
of high school
hiatus. "We
frie nds to "dream various styles put
all went our
a litrle dream"
separate
then live it out to- ,·nto one ,
ways. We
get her. But for Auwere either
burn and his five
en rolled in
Marc Auburn sc hool or
closest friends
whoallgrewup in
working,"
the same Bay Village neighbor- satd Auburn. Auburn had his
hood,therewas no room for doubt. hands full here at john Carroll as a
They were too busy believing.
communications major, member
When Auburn was s1x, his fa- of the men's varsity soccer team
ther purchased a used drum set and working parr-time at Pizzazz.
for Auburn's older brother. Little
"New Yea r's Eve (of Auburn's
did Auburn's dad know that he junior year at JCU) was the first
would make the set his own. "Two time all of us got together. We
of my friends in the f!fth grade played in a house at Ohio State for
would rush home from school four hours and ended up recordwith me, and we'd spend hours mg five original songs. We all left
poundingaway insomeone's base- knowing that somethmg would
ment." said Auburn.
come of this," said Auburn.

...

Sure enough, the ba ll was set in
motion. Their first gig before a
clientele occurred at Pizzazz in
Spring 1995 for "Open Mic" Night
One of th e impressed aud ience
members was ma nager fo r a band
playing at Peabody's Down Under.
He asked if they'd be imerested in
opening up for their show.
Auburn picks this firs t gig as
one of his proudest acco mplishments. "It was the coolest feeling
to lookout and see all those people
who were there on our beha lf, not
beca use they had to be, bu t because they wanted to be."
One year later, Auburn finds
himself feve rishly attemp ting to
find balance. It is nor uncommon
for the band to have a two-hour set
on a Tuesday night in Cleveland,
then load the ir stuff up and return home at 3:30a.m. Following
a few hours of sleep, Auburn has
the additional duty of heading to
classes, only to depart in the later
afte rnoon for a gig in Columbus.
"It's extremely ha rd to have to
go to class on such little sleep,"
said Auburn. "Right now I'm just
trying to survive in schooL I can't
wa it to be done because I really
believe it's holding the band back."
Auburn attempts to describe
the music Allivin Daydream have
to offer. "Each song has a quality
which invites everyone. It's original, it's pure, it contains va rious
styles put in toone. lt'sstmply perfect fort he times."
Asked what he would want his
aud1ence to leave with, Auburn
replies with the most genuine of
smiles," I'd just likeforeveryone to
be happy and walk away saying,
'Man, that was awesome.'"

He's not you• >rdinary
substtt ute. Thts, however,
could soon be your ordinary highschooL Metal detectors. On-groundspolice.
Drug-deal!ng by the Kings
of Destruction gang. These
are only a few of the problems for skilled mercenary
Shale (Tom Berenger) to
handle in Orion Pictures'
latest release. The Substltule _
Studemsdri ving BMWs
and
wear1ng
Rolex
o..oo~"'""
watches m this otherwise
poor.Htspaniccommunity Tom Berenger is mercenary-turne d
in M1ami leave a subtle hint teacher Shale in The Substitute
of something hidden beneath the as they try to survive in a drugsurface. Cla ude Rolle (Ernie dealing world. While he becomes
Hudso n), prinupal of Columbus attached to these students, he also
HighSchoolandasuspiciouschar- learns of Rolle's major contribuacrer himself , seems not to take tions to their nightmare. Thefilm
notice- or doe, he? He turns out turns into a battle as Shale seeks
to be one of the chief dist ributors to put an end to the dealings of
in tht: sc hool's Jr ug racket But he Rolle and his accomplices.
must maintain his reputation as a
T he Substitu te continues
respectable and friendl y pri nci- Berenge r'sstringof action-packed
pal whi le kee pi ng these ot her moviess uch as hisGoldenG lobematters top sec ret. After all, im- winning role in Platoon. This film
age is important to a can didate for gives a new twist to the overdone
mayor.
subject of drugs, stude nts and the
Shale is drawn into the mess teachers who redeem them. With
when his girl frie nd Kate Hetzko a mixture of Bruce Willis' muscle
CDiane Venora), a teacher at Co- in Die HardandMichellePfei ffer's
lumbus High, is assaulted by a deter minatio n in Dangerous
membe r of the Kings gang. Now Minds, Berenger creates a likable
Shale ts out for revenge. Ta king and trustworthy character. Hts
the pse udonym James Smith and more mat ure atti tude invites susforging his credent ials, he fills in pense and mystery to his suave
as a substitute for Ka te's class. personality,add ingafreshdimenShale learns of the struggles of the sion to the sce nes of schoolroom
ind ifferent teenagers in his class drama. ( r6 rE ~ out of five)
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The Moog Cookbook
(Restless)

laser guns and explosionsadded to
Pearljam's":Even Flow"andadrum
machine takingaway "Smells Like
Teen Spirit" from Nirvana
This CD also features remakes
of songs by Lenny Kravitz, O[fspnng, REM and, yes, Nell Young.
Noone has been spared. The Moog
Cookbook is so mer hmg that needs
to be experienced first hand No
explanation can prepare the lis
tener for what awaits. just look for
the CD with guys in spacesuits on
the cover

This is some cruel hoax. These
sound like my favorite songs, but
-Andrew Schlegel milch
something is wrong with them terribly wrong.
Stay calm. There is nothing
Sl(
wrong here. Thts is The Moog
p
Cookbook, a new CD release from
Restless Records .
Keyboard wizards Roger jo,
•; I
seph Manningjr.and Brian Kehew
; .
took some cool songs and made
them over in a style vaguely remiSkinny Puppy
niscent of the mid -'80s to comThe Process
pose this unique 'cookbook." jus!
(Am erican)
a few songs that garnish the visionary CD are "Black Hole Sun"
bySoundgarden. Weezer's"Buddy
Holly " and Tom Petty's "Free
Fallin.'"
Imagine being in labor for two
The highlight of the ten-song years. Ouch! Something tells me
set, though , has to be the remake that would requi re more than an
of "Basket Case" from Green Day aspirin. Sk inny Puppy's latest CD,
There's no need to struggle to hear Til e Process, was a t wo-ycar labor,
the fami liar melody through the and one just as painful as any hosmusic that sou nds like the theme pital birth. Unlike some parents
to the popular'80s television show, who cont inue to have childre n,
"T he Grea test American Hero."
though. this latest album will be
The CD does not have a ny of their last.
the tradi tional vocals, just a few
Over two years, a lot can change
compu ter-augmented ones which And thechangingemotionsinthi
only add to the ambiance of th e collage of vocals cover a wtde
piece. Expect to hear sound bites, range. Ni vek Ogre's vocals go l rom

~r·· .~
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a burning scream m "Death" to a
melodic mant rain"Candle" Cevin
Key's drumming and Dwayne
Goeuel's support on the synthesizer explore their own gamut of
sound. Even the album tit le alludes to opposites.
According to Ogre, commentmg m a press release from American Records, "The Process was a
psychotherapy cuh that started
in the early '60 . They were
deemed a Satanic cult, but they
were nett her Sata ntc nor Chnsuan. In fact, they were both and
all. They were into rhe duallly of
opposites.·
Ali tener's reaction to Tlte Process depend> a great deal on hts or
her mood at the time. Maybe wan
fort hat angry and violent mood to
g1ve 1t a !tsren. But then be sure to
listen to the whole thmg before
forming any opinion . There's a
htt lc bll of every mood in it- angry, sad and even almost happy.
As the disembodied votcearrhe
end of track one, "Jah ya," says: It
may be prepared in somt• way, although tt loolts like an accid ettt.
While the raucous vocals and
p1ercmg melody rule It out as bedtlme music, The Proa55 i definitely meant to be blasted in the
ten-minute scream-outs d uring
fi nals week.

- Tammy Conway
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WinterlxJurne film debut for Lake
Kristen Schneldler
Int. News & Business Editor

Okay, I admu it. At times (f requently, in fact) l have been accused of being the ultimate hopeless romantic (hopeless being the
key word here) So, wHh pleasure,
I plunge into the dream-world of
Mrs . Wtnterbourne, the latest release from Miramax Pictures.
The film , starnng Shirley
MacLaine, Brendan Fraser and
R1cki Lake, is sure to become one
of spring's hit movies. Lake plays
Connie Doyle, a girl who leaves
home as soon as she can to head
for New York City. There she begins living with a rea l low-lifer,
who throws herout when she tells
him she is pregnant.
Months later, and ready to give

birth at any time, Connie is shoved
onto a train headed for Boston.
Here Connie meets Hugh Winterbourne. But JUSt moments after
thts mee ti ng, the train is mvolved
in a horrible wreck, and days later,
Connie wakes up 10 a hospital.
Only, Connte is no longer Connie.
In While You Were Sleeping
comic style, a classic case of mistaken idem ny results in everyone
believmg that Connie is actually
Mrs. Patricia Winterbourne, which
Connie discovers when they bring
her her newborn son, known as
"Baby Wimer bourne.··
One problem for Connie, who
at first tries to reveal her true ideomy but eventually gives up, is
Hugh's twin brother, Bill (Fraser).
Befo re eith er of the m realizes it,

Bill and Connie fall in love. The
scene where they tango, and the
scene where Bill tells Connie how
he feels about her really make this
movie worth seeing-the chemistr)' is genuinely believable.
MacLaine turns in one of her
typically humoroussrellar performances. Fraser, of whom I have
never really been a huge fan,
makes theaud ience want to fall in
love while watching thts movie.
And Lake, while some may initially be turned off by her talkshow fame, handles this role nicely.
Mrs. W inte rbourne does n't
have a terr ibly deep plot, but we
can all use a little pure ~mert ain
ment at umes. lf that's w hat you're
looki ng for, this movie is sure to
please. ( 1'6 6 t5 out of five)
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Baseball takes three in race for OAC playoffs

--

Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
baseball team helped themselves
in the race for an Ohio AthletiC
Conference playoff berth as they
won three of four league games
last week
The Streaks, 7-"> uAC 1!4-13
uveralll swept a doubleheader at
Hetdelberg Wedn r·.day and split
.tt Ohio Northcm J.>t urday.
The Heidlelx:rg match - up was
one the Streaks expected to win ,
said junior second baseman Mike
Campanella. Lo<-1 ngthe first game
against ONU after leading 4-0 in
the seventh was tough he said.
"We beat ourselves by nor executing,"Cam panel Ia said ."Wed id
not get bunts down. and we didn't
get key hits when we needed them
If we executed properly, we would
have definitely won the game."
The Streaks, behind the strong
pitching of sophomore Marc
Thibeault, took a 4-0 lead into the
last inning but cou ld not pull out
the victory as the Polar Bears
moun1ed a comeback Thibeault
gave up a two run homer and was
replaced by freshman Mike
LaFonta ine . Sophomore Tom
Todaro came m to get the Streaks
out of the 7th, but he cou ld not get
t hrough the 8th as the Pola r Bears
pulled out a 5-4 victory.
FreshmanJohn O'Rourke made
sure nothing of thatsorr happened
in the second game as he continued his domination of OAC hit ters. He gave up just one run on
three hns as the St reaks won 4-1.
For the season, O'Rourke is 5-0

~$1
~
I

with a 1.82 earned run average.
Opposing baLters are hittmg a
meager .180 against him.
Adding to the Streaks woes are
inJurtes to two key players.
Thibeault, who in addition to being the #2startcr,alsosees time in
the outfteld, fractured his wrist
chasmg down a fly ball , but he
thinks the other pitchers can step
in and fill the hole. Thibeault is
lost for the year.
"They can definnely pick up

Runners at All-Ohio Meet
Dan Bansiey
Staff Reporter
At last Saturday's All-Ohio Diviston Ill Meet , john Carroll
University's track teams both
landed just inside the top ten. The
men took a seventh place finish
while the women brought home a
share of a three way tie for ninth .
The quartet of seniors Mike
Olsen and Jan Johnstone, sophomore Don Spent hoff and freshman Eric Balishjumpedoutstrong
for the men in the 4xl00 relay,
winning the Streaks' only title of
the day in a ttme of 42.46. Not
only did they place first, but they
also broke a school record.
"We real! y surprised a lot of
people ," John stone said. "We had
the wind with us and took adva n tage of tt."
The BlueStreakshad good success in the field events, placing few
other competi tors in the rop six.
Freshman Rob Madden finished

Domestic
Bottles

second in the javelin with a throw
of 51.78 meters, while sophomore
Matt Lemieux jumped to a third in
pole volt ( 4.62 meters) and sixth
in the long jump (21-51/4). Also,
senior Jason Neal placed six th in
the triple jump (41-10 1/4).
Spenthoff also garnered an individual honor, placing third in the
100-meter run with a time of IL57.
The downside of the meet,
while leading in the 400-meter
run, Olsen slowed up early and
apparently pulled his groin. He
could not finish the rest of the day.
In t he women's events, the
Streaks finished in a three-way tie
for ninth eve n missing some of
their key members. Senior Thea
Consler played a major role during this meet, placing second in
the longjump(19-0 3/4 )and third
in the tOO-meter run with a time
of 13.44. last week Consler alreadyqualified for Nationals in the
long Jump, but she was looking to
impro Gn m thi , her personal best.
"I have been waiting my hole
life to break nineteen feet,"Consler
said, "and I did it."
The Streaks will be back home
this Fr iday when they host a triangular meet against Wooster and
Oberlin. Both of the teamsareglad
that they will get a chance to run
at home.
"It isalwaysnice to run on your
own track," said Johnstone.
The Blue Streaks then take the
short road tri p across town tot he
West side to compete in the
Baldwin-Wallace Invi tational on
Sa turday

renv.
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Gulnness on
Tap Special
also lloz.
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Brian Murphy
Staff Reporter
In spite of aU the tricks
Mother Nature is playing this
spring, the John Carroll golf
team is on a roll. The team has
captured first place in two of
the last three tournaments it
has played in and is ranked
number one in its region .
Three weekends ago the
team competed in the Kenyon
Cup Spring Golf Tournament
where it lost for the only time
this season, by a mere one
stroke to Otterbein. The nex t
weekend the team traveled to
Denison where it avenged the
loss by beating the runner-up
Cardinalsbyseventeenstrokes.
This past weekend the
Streaks took to the links in
Wooster and came home victorious again. Carroll had a
four stroke lead after the first
round which was played un~.. ,.....,..rt1ff
l
nd' .
They then pulled away on the
second day and won the tournament by eleven strokes.
All five Blue Streak golfers
finished in the top ten. Senior
Brian Unk won medalist honors with a two-day score of 153.
FellowseniorMattGlovnaand
junior Jim Hauman both tied
for seventh with a score of 161.
Junior Steve Voinovich aided
the cause by totaling 162, good
for a ninth place finish . And
playing in his first event of the
spring, freshman Jeff Sawitke
took sixth place, scoring HiO.
"I did just what I expected,"
Sawitke said. "I've been waiting for a chance, and finally, l
qualified. I'm just glad I finally
got the chance to contribute."
Coach Mike Moran credits
the team's vast experience for
its tremendous showings.
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meet Baldwin-Wa lla ce this week
and head to Marietta for the annual Shrine Tourn ament
If the Streaks are to make the
OAC playoffs they wil l need the
kind of offense they have been getting from their seniors. Senior
Brian Mocny continues to tear up
theOAC,hitting.430and lead ing
the team with 4 3 htts, and AllOAC first baseman Kevin Fischer
is hitting.382 w ith a .514 slugging
percentage.

Golf in full swing

Men place seventh, women take ninth

so
$1 sot '

Well
Drinks

O'Rourke said that being asked
to play an even larger role in the
team's success now that Thibeault
ts gone will not affect how he prepares for a game. "Our team has
confidence in anyone we put on
the mound ," O'Rourke said. "The re
are other people here that we can
depend on."
The Streaks will have to look
towards
pHchers
Todaro,
LaFomaine, and sophomore Matt
Carver to pick up the slack as the

the slack," Thibeault said. "The
whole year, the pitching staff has
had a surpnse, so hopefully we'll
have one or two more before the
end of the season."
Freshman shortstop Jim
Wideikis dislocated his shoulder
and tS probably out for the rest of
the season.
Senior Tommy Kennedy has
stepped in atshonstop,and he has
responded by batttng .333 with
four runs scored.

"We've had four All-Americans over the past two years in
Brian Unk, Steve Voinovich,
Matt Glovna and Ben Wilkins
[sophomore!. Andjim Hauman
played in nationals last year.
We've also gotten good senior
leadership."
The team does not need to
look further than Unk, ranked
number one in Division Ill, for
senior leadership. Before winning the individual title at
Wooster, Unk took first at the
Denison tournament.
"The last two wins were good
wins," Unk said . "I had to come
from behind in both. I just try
to hang around and not take
myself out of contention. Butl
like to come from behind because l think it's harder to hold
a lead on the second day."
"He'samachine,"Moransaid
of Unk. "He'sa n extremely hard
worker. And he doesn't letexte·or ltia bcMnernim. Hes got
a great temperament for the
game."
Experience iswha tUnk said
he brings to the team.
"I've played most of the
courses a ha lf -doze n ti mes .
Most of the other ~uys have
only played them once or twice ,
if any. I've been there, and I
know my way around."
On Sunday and Monday
John Carroll hosts itsown tournament at Fowler's Mill Golf
Course. JCU is the defendi ng
champion, and Unk is the defending medalist.
"It's the biggest tournament
in the region ," Moran sa id .
"A bout ten nationally ranked
teams will be there. We're probably in the nationals already
based on our performance up
to this point, but for ot hers this
tournament will be pivotal."
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Softball halts skid with 5-1 victory
Steven R. Colaianni
Assistant Editor

Thankfully for the john Carroll
University softb.tll team , all bad
things came to ato..:nd <;arurday as
the Streaks deteated Otterbein 5-l
to end their 11 -game losing streak
Recording her first win since
March 28,junior Au~el Koss went
the distance it . rhe victory, allowtng only one run on 10 hits while
striking ou t three. Koss, who
strugg led in hrr past five starts,
lowered her ERA to 3.75 and improved her season record to 3-8.
Not hing helps a struggling
pitcher more than a solid offensive
attack, and that was exactly what
the St reaks delivered in game two

against the Cardinals. Af terscoring only one run on eight hits in
game one , the Streaks pounded
out ten hits and scored five runs
in the nightcap.
Junior Angela Rochowiak,
came through in a big way offensively, smacking three doubles in
the doubleheader with the Cardinals. "Rock" has remained characteristicall ysolid at the plate this
year; she leads the team in extra
base hits, is tied for the team lead
with 14 RBls and ranks fifth in
batting wit h a .286 average.
"[Angel's] pitched very well
against Otterbein, and I'm just
glad that we could fi nally back
her up with a solid offensive

game," said Rochowiak. "We are
playing for pride right now,and we
would like to end on a winning
streak that will hopefully carry us
into next year."
While the Streaks' hitting has
improved (they are batting .294 as
a team), the defense still remains
questionable. The Blue Streaks
committed four errors in the first
game against Otterbein, reaffirming the theory that as the defense
goes,sodotheStreaks. Ingamesin
which it has committed two errors
or less,JCU is 5-7 while the Streaks
have posted a 3-9record when they
commit three errors or more. For
the season, the Streaks have com mitted 17moreerrors(57-40)than

their opponents. Although inconsistent hitting and lackluster defense can be frustrating. pitcher
Kristen Brigee tries to keep things
in perspective.
"It is difficult when you lose so
manyclosegamesas we have,"said
Brigee who is 4-8 this season, "but
l think it is important to remember that we are playmg a team
sport, and a team need to pull
together when you have had a
rough year like we've had."
The Blue Streaks w til now look
to end the season on an upswing,
something they have routinely
done under coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht. In 1994, the Streaks
closed out the year with a 6-1

Tennis teams head in opposite directions
Women lose three straight matches; men win two-in-a-row
Shannon Sullivan
"We are lookinga t these games Otterbein Cardinals (7-2).
as experience gearing up for
The men improved their conStaff Reporter
The John Carroll University OACs ," said sophomore Katie ferencestatusto7-l. Whiledropmen's and women's tennis teams Kmg. "We haven 't played that pingjustthreesets,theStreakswon
appear to be headed in opposite manymatches.sogoingintoeach all ten matches from #!through
directions after las t week's match we know we have to try the #5 singles positions.
matches . The women dropped hard."
Sophomore Ed Schmitt enAgainst the rival Purple Raid - joyed an undefeated week in the
three straight while the men took
two stra ight in the stretch prior to ers, senior Missy Owen was vic- tough first singles slot. Schmitt,
the upcon: ing ~onfercnce tourna- torious at #1 singles over Sejal who assumed first singles honors
men1s.
Patel, 10-5. Later Owen teamed after prior #l singles player,] us tin
With a long break due to incon- with junior Susan Okuley to win Rosenthal, transferred betweensesistent weat her, John Carroll at #2 doubles over Romana mesters, defeated Kapil Patel of
University's women's te nnis team Mertinaskova and Megan MountUn ion6-4,2-6,7-5 inaclose
stepped back on the court last Daugherty, 10-8. Also chalking three-set match on Wednesday but
week . From March 30th to April up victories for the Blue Streaks then inflicted a loss on Marcus
sophomores
Salwa Kempton of Otterbein (6-4, 6-4)
15th, the Blue Streaks took an in - were
voluntary vacation fro m competi- Altahawi a t #4 singles and King on Saturday. Schmitt has a record
of 6--5, while maintaining a 4-4
tion that in the long run did no t at #5 singles.
help. Th e sharpness that comes
The women will host Malone mark in conference play.
wit aily,p,!!e,·~il.t~l.l:alw.ll~~..j..OW~..o.Ilw.:lii!O.IU:.S'Oll;f.-at...:t;uu_ _ ;,:~)la.l~llllliW..:wg,J=•:l:.
poor weather conditions took over p.m. before traveling to Berea to team,"saidSchmitt,"and it isshowand the Bl u~ Streaks were blanked face the Yellow Jackets of ingthatwearecapableof anything
in their last three matches.
Baldwin-Wallace on Friday at we put our minds to."
The Blue Streaks fell to Mount 3:00p.m.
AlongwithSchmitt,juniorAnUnion on Tuesday in Alliance (5Conversely, john Carroll drewPerryhasbeenenfuegoat#2
4), at home to non-conference ad- University's men 's tennis team singles. Perry improved his winversary Oberlin (7-2)on Thursday. continued tosteam-rollcompeti- ning streak to ten consecutive
and then to defending Ohio Ath- tion. Facing two Ohio Athletic matches with a pair of victories.
letic Confere n ce cham pions, Conference opponents last week,
Freshman Bryan Mohler
Otterbein (7-2), in Westerville on Carroll defeated the Purple Raid- bounced back after having his
ersofMountUnion(8-1)andthe seven match winning streak
Saturday.

snapped two weeks ago against
Ohio Northern. Last week he polished off both Mario Barberry of
Mount Union (6-0,6-4) and Brian
Canterbury (6--1, 6-4) in straight
sets at #5 singles.
Also contributing to the victories were junior Patrick A lie, who
was a winner in a pair of three set
matches at #)singles, and sophomore Mark Gentile took a pair of
matches at #4 singles.
The men look to continue rolling and build some more steam in
hosting Malone on Thursday and
then participating in the Ohio
Athletic Conference Tournament
at Baldwin-Wallace on Monday.

record, and last season JCU
earned victories in six of tts final
ten contests.
"We have a very good chance
to finish on a winning note,"
Brigee satd "We have been in so
many close games this year, and
if certatnt hmgswould havegone
a different way, we would have
won more games than we have.
We need to eliminate some of
our own self -doubts so that we
can say we are a solid team that
just had a rough year"
If Mot her Nature cooperates,
Wittenberg w ill come to
Schweickert Field Saturday as
the Blue Streaks play their final
doubleheader of 1996.

BIGLER
continued from Page 1
when 1 played httle league football or basebalL My brother and I
were very close to her."
Howoftendoes he think about
his mother? His answer is mstantaneous.
"Constan tly, every sing le day,"
Bigler says. "1have a picture above
my bed of when I scored my
l,OOOth point[in highschooll,and
my parentscameontothefloor. lt
was a picture that was from the
cover of our local newspaper back
home of my mother and me, and
she was giving me a hug. Every
day I get up and think about her
all the time. Obviously,! mtss her
a lor:
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Unk took medalist honors for
the second consecutive week.
He posted a best score of 73
to claim the title and finish
with a score of 153. Unk
looks to defend his crown this
week in the John Carroll
University InvitationaL

Junior, Men's Tennis
Perry helped lift JCU past two
OAC teams as he continued to
give solid performances and
remain undefeated at# 2
singles. With a pair of victories
Perry improved his personal
winning streak to ten consecutive matches.

• OWNED BY MICHAEL DAY
JCU ALUMNUS
• FLOWERS. PLANTS. BALLOONS
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• 10% DISCOUNT FOR CASH
AND CARRY PURCHASE WITH
I. D.
• 4 MINUTE WALK FROM
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Baseball takes three in race for OAC playoffs
Kevin Bachman
Staff Reporter
The John Carroll University
baseball team helped themselves
in the race for an Oh10 Athletic
<onference playoff berth as they
won three of four league games
last week.
The Streaks. 7-". OAC [14-13
uveralll swept a doubleheader at
Heidelberg Wednr .day and split
.11 Oh10 Northern ....... wrday
The He1dlebc rg match-up was
one the treaks expected to win,
said junior second baseman Mike
Campanella. Lo<.mg thef1rstgame
agamst ONU af1er leading 4-0 in
the seventh was tough he said
"We beat ourselves by not executing,"Campanellasaid "Wed1d
not get bunts down , and wed1dn 't
get key hits when we needed them.
If we executed properly, we would
have definitely won the game."
The Streaks, behind the strong
pitching of sophomore Marc
Thibeault, took a 4-0 lead into the
last inning but could not pull out
the victory as the Polar Bears
mounted a comeback Thibeault
gave up at wo run homer and was
replaced by freshman M1ke
LaFontaine. Sophomore Tom
Todaro came in to get the Streaks
out oft he 7th. but he could not get
through the 8th as the Polar Bears
pulled out a 5-4 victory.
Freshmanjoh n O'Rourke made
sure nothingof that sort happened
in the second game as he continued his domination of OAC hitters. He gave up just one run on
1h ree hits as the Streaks won 4-J.
For the season, O'Rourke is 5-0

with a 182 earned run average.
Opposing batters are hitting a
meager .180 against him.
Adding to the Streaks woes are
injuries to two key players.
Thibeault, whom addition to being the #2 starter,also sees ume in
the outfield, fractured his wrist
chasmg down a fly ball , but he
thinks the other pitchers can step
m and fill the hole. Thibeault is
lost for the year.
"They can definitely p1ck up

the slack," Thibeault said "The
whole year, the pitching staff has
had a surprise, so hopefully we'll
have one or two more before the
end of the season."
Freshman shortstop Jim
W1deik1s dislocated h1s shoulder
and is probably out for the rest of
the season.
Semor Tommy Kennedy has
stepped in atshortstop,and he has
responded by battmg .333 with
four runs scored.

Runners at All-Ohio Meet
Dan Bansle
Staff Reporter
At last Saturday's All-Ohio DiVISion Ill Meet , John Carroll
Umversity's track teams both
landed just inside the top ten. The
men took a seventh place finish
while the women brought home a
share of a three way tie for ninth.
The quartet of seniors Mike
Olsen and Jan Johnstone, sophomore Don Spenthoff and freshman Enc Balishjumpedoutstrong
for the men in the 4x!OO relay,
winning the Streaks' only title of
the day in a time of 42.46. Not
only did they place first, but they
also broke a school record.
"We rea 11 y surprised a lot of
people."Johnstone said . "We had
the wmd with us and took advan tage of it."
The Blue Streaks had good success in the field events, placing few
other competitors in the top six.
Freshman Rob Madden finished

second in the javelin with a throw
of 51.78 meters, while sophomore
Matt Lemieux jumped to a third in
pole volt (4.62 meters) and sixth
in thelongjump(21-5 1/4). Also,
senior Jason Neal placed sixth in
the triple jump (41-10 1/4).
Spenthoff also garnered an individual honor, placing third in the
100-meterrun with a time of 11.57
The downside of the meet ,
while leading in the 400-meter
run, Olsen slowed up early and
apparently pulled his groin. He
could not finish the rest of the day.
In the women's events, the
Streaks finished in a three-way tie
for ninth even missing some of
their key members. Senior Thea
Cansler played a major role during this meet, placing second in
the longjump0.9-0 3/4)and third
in the lOG-meter run with a time
of 13.44. Last week Cansler alreadyqualified for Nationals in the
long jump, but she was looking to
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sonalbest.
"I have been waiting my hole
life to break nineteen feet,"Consler
said, "and I did it."
The Streaks will be back home
this Friday when they host a triangular meet against Wooster and
Oberlin. Both of the teamsareglad
that they will get a chance to run
at home.
"It is always nice to run on your
own track," said Johnstone.
The Blue Streaks then take the
short road trip across town tot he
West side to compete in the
Baldwin-Wallace Invitational on
Saturday.
SHAfE lW FOR SUMMER
'\IUTRJTtO l Yll.'\IA'\IC[I)
A I) l'JEXP('I IV[

Lose weight. gaJf'l energy, redi.D3 stress,
make money.

• money back guarantee 491-1761

meet Baldwin-Wallace this week
and head to Manetta for the annual Shrine Tournament.
If the Streaks are to make the
OAC playoffs they will need the
kmd of offense they have been getting from their sen1ors. Senior
Brian Mocny continues to tear up
the OAC. hining.430and leading
the team with 4 3 hits, and AIIOACfirst baseman Kevm Fischer
is hitting .382 with a .514 slugging
perce mage.

Golf in full swing

Men place seventh, women take ninth

i

Well
Drinks

O'Rourke said that being asked
to play an even larger role in the
tea m'ssuccess now that Thibeault
1s gone will not affect how he prepares for a game. "Our team has
confidence in anyone we put on
the mound," O'Rourkesa1d. "There
are other people here that we can
depend on."
The Streaks will have to look
towards pnchers Todaro,
LaFontaine, and sophomore Matt
Carver to pick up the slack as the

Brian Murphy
Staff Reporter

In spite of all the tricks
Mother Nature is playing this
spring, the john Carroll golf
team is on a roll. The team has
captured first place in two of
the last three tournaments it
has played in and is ranked
number one in its region.
Three weekends ago the
team competed in the Kenyon
Cup Spring Golf Tournament
where it lost for the only time
this season, by a mere one
stroke to Otterbein. The next
weekend the team traveled to
Denison where it avenged the
loss by beating the runner-up
Cardinals by seventeen strokes.
This past weekend the
Streaks took to the links in
Wooster and came home victorious again. Carroll had a
four stroke lead after the first
round which was played un~"W<r>V"'I!i··ff
1
..
They then pulled away on the
second day and won the tournament by eleven strokes.
All five Blue Streak golfers
finished in the top ten. Senior
Brian Unk won medalist honors with a two-day score of 153.
Fellow senior Matt Glovna and
junior Jim Hauman both tied
for seventh with a score of 161.
Junior Steve Voinovich aided
the cause by totaling 162, good
for a ninth place finish. And
playing in his first event of the
spring, freshman jeff Saw~tke
took sixth place, scoring 160.
"I did just what I expected,"
Sawitke said. "I've been waiting for a chance, and finally, I
qualified. I'm just glad lfinally
got the chance to contribute."
Coach Mike Moran credits
the team's vast experience for
its tremendous showings.

"We've had four All-Americans over the past two years in
Brian Unk, Steve Voinovich,
Matt Glovna and Ben Wilkins
!sophomorel Andjim Hauman
played in nationals last year.
We've also gotten good senior
leadership."
The team does not need to
look further than Unk, ranked
number one in Division Ill, for
senior leadership. Before winning the individual title at
Wooster, Unk took first at the
Denison tournament.
"The last two wins were good
wins," Unk said. "I had to come
from behind in both. ljust try
to hang around and not take
myself out of contention. But I
like to come from behind because I think it's harder to hold
a lead on the second day."
"He's a machine,"Moransaid
of Unk. "He'san extremely hard
worker. And hedoesn'tletexteri
bel; h.im. H ' ot
a great temperament for the
game."
ExperienceiswhatUnksaid
he brings to the team.
"I've played most of the
courses a half-dozen times.
Most of the other ~uys have
onlyplayed them once or twice,
if any. I've been there, and l
know my way around."
On Sunday and Monday
John Carroll hostsitsown tournament at Fowler's Mill Golf
Course JCU is the defending
champion, and Unk is the defending medalist.
"It's the biggest tournament
in the region," Moran said.
"About ten nationally ranked
teams will be there. We're probably in the nationals already
based on our performance up
m this point, but for others this
tournament will be pivotal."
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Softball halts skid with 5-1 victory
Ste~en R. Colaianni
Assistant Editor
Thankfully for thejohn Carroll
University softball team, all bad
thingscametoaJ•.:nd <;aturdayas
the Streaks deteated Otterbein 5-1
to end their 1I -game losing streak.
Recording her first win since
March 28,junior Augel Koss went
the distance i1, the victory, allowingonlyone run on IOhitswhile
striking uut three. Koss, who
struggled in hrr past five starts,
lowered her ERA to 3.75 and im·
proved her season record to 3-8.
Nothmg helps a struggling
pucher more than a solid offensive
attack, and that was exactly what
the Streaks delivered in game two

against the Cardinals. Arter scoring only one run on eight hits in
game one, the Streaks pounded
out ten hits and scored five runs
in the nightcap.
jumor Angela Rochowiak,
came through in a b1g way offenSlvely,smacking three doubles in
the doubleheader with the Cardinals. "Rock" has remained characteristicall ysolid at the plate this
year; she leads the team in extra
base hits, is tied for the team lead
with 14 RBls and ranks fifth in
batting with a .286 average.
"!Angel's) pitched very well
against Otterbein, and I'm just
glad that we could finally back
her up with a solid offensive

game," said Rochowiak. "We are
playing for pride right now, and we
would like to end on a winning
streak that will hopefully carry us
into next year."
While the Streaks' hitting has
improved (they are batting .294 as
a team), the defense still remains
questionable. The Blue Streaks
commilted four errors in the first
game against Otterbein, reaffirming the theory that as the defense
goes,sodotheStreaks.lngamesin
which it has committed twoerrors
or less,JCU is 5-7 whilerheStreaks
have posted a 3-9record when they
commit three errors or more. For
the season, the Streaks have committed 17 moreerrors(57-40)Ehan

their opponents. Although inconsistent hitting and lackluster defense can be frustrating, pitcher
Kristen Brigee tries to keep things
in perspective.
"lt is difficult when you lose so
manyclosegamesaswe have,"sa1d
Brigee who is 4-8 this season, "but
I think it is important to remember that we are playing a team
sport, and a team needs to pull
together when you have had a
rough year like we've had."
The Blue Streaks will now look
to end the season on an upswing.
something they have routinely
done under coach Gretchen
Weitbrecht. In 1994, the Streaks
closed out the year with a 6-1

Tennis teams head in opposite directions
Women lose three straight matches; men win two-in-a-row

continued from Page 1
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Shannon Sullivan
"Wearelookingat these games Otterbein Cardinals (7-2).
snapped two weeks ago agamst when 1 played little league footStaff Reporter
as experience gearing up for
The men improved their con- Ohio Northern. Last week he pol- ball or base ba 11. My brother and I
The john Carroll University OACs," said sophomore Katie ferencestatusto7-l. While drop- ished off both Mario Barberry of were very close to her."
Howoftendoes he think about
men's and women's tennis teams King. "We haven't played that pingjustthreesets,theStreakswon Mount Union (6-0, 6-4) and Brian
appear to be headed in opposite manymatches,sogoingintoeach all ten matches from #l through Canterbury (6-1, 6-4) in stra1ght his mother? H1sanswer 1s Instantaneous.
direct ions after last week's match we know we have to try the #')singles positions.
sets at #5 singles.
"Constantly. every single day,"
matches. The women dropped hard."
Sophomore Ed Schmitt enAlso contributing to the victothree straight while the men took
Against the rival Purple Raid - joyed an undefeated week in the ries were junior Patrick Aile, who Bigler says. "1 have a picture above
two straight in the stretch prior ro ers, senior Missy Owen was vic- tough first singles slot. Schmitt, was a winner in a pair of three set my bed of when I scored my
the upcon:ing conference tourna- torious at #l singles over Sejal who assumed first singles honors matches at #3singles, and sopho- l,OOOth pointfin highschoolland
ments.
Patel, 10-5. Later Owen teamed after prior #l singles player,justin more Mark Gentile took a pair of myparentscameontothefloor.lt
was a picture that was from the
With a long break due to incon- with junior Susan Okuley to win Rosenthal, transferred between se- matches at #4 singles.
sistent weather, John Carroll at #2 doubles over Romana mesters, defeated Kapil Patel of
The men look to continue roll· cover of our local newspaper back
University's women's tennis team Mertinaskova and Megan MountUnion6-4,2-6,7-5inaclose ingand build some more steam in home of my mot her and me, and
stepped back on the court last Daugherty, 10-8. Also chalking three-set match on Wednesday but hosting Malone on Thursday and she was giving rne a hug. Every
week. From March 30th to April up victories for the Blue Streaks then inflicted a loss on Marcus then participating in the Ohio day I get up and thm k about her
15th. the Blue Streaks took an in - were sophomores Salwa Kempton of Otterbein (6-4. 6-4) Athletic Conference Tournament all the ume. Obviously, I m1ss her
a lot."
voluntary vacation from competi- Altahawi at #4 singles and King on Saturday. Schmitt has a record at Baldwin-Wallace on Monday.
t1on that in the long run did not at #5 singles
of 6-5, while maintaining a 4-4
help. The sharpness that comes
The women will host Malone mark in conference play.
wit drul.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~u--- =~~~~~~~~~~1t~~~~~~~----~~~?r--~~-+--~--~
poor weather conditions took over p.m. before traveling to Berea to team," said Schmitt, •and itisshowand the Bl11~ Streaks were blanked face the Yellow Jackets of ingthatwearecapableof anything
in their last three matches.
Baldwin-Wallace on Friday at we put our minds to."
The Blue Streaks fell to Mount 3:00p.m.
Along with Schmitt,junior AnUnion on Tuesday in Alliance (5Conversely, john Carroll drewPerryhasbeenenfuegoat#2
4). at home to non-conference ad- University's men's tennis team singles. Perry improved his winversary Oberlin (7-2)on Thursday. continued tosteam-rollcompeti- ning streak to ten consecutive
and then to defending Ohio Ath- tion. Facing two Ohio Athletic matches with a pair of victories.
Ieric Conference champions, Conference opponents last week,
Freshman Bryan Mohler
Otterbein (7-2), in Westerville on Carroll defeated the Purple Raid· bounced back after having his
Saturday.
ers of Mount Union (8-l) and the seven match winning streak

Gutnness on
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record, and last season JCU
earned victories in six of its final
ten contests.
"We have a very good chance
to finish on a winning note,"
Brigee sa1d. "We have been in so
many close games this year. and
if certam thmgswould have gone
a different way. we would have
won more games than we have.
We need to eliminate some of
our own self-doubts so that we
can say we are a sohd team that
just had a rough year."
If Mother Nature cooperates,
Wittenberg will come to
Schwe1 kert Field Saturday as
the Blue treaks play thm final
doubleheader of 1996.
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Unk took medalist honors for
the second consecutive week.
He posted a best score of 73
to claim the title and finish
with a score of I 53. Unk
looks to defend his crown this
week in the John Carroll
University InvitationaL

Andrew Perry
junior. Men's Tennis
Perry helped lift JCU past r:wo
OAC teams as he continued to
give solid performances and
remain undefeated at # 2
singles. With a pair of victories
Perry improved his personal
winning streak to ten consecutive matches.
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Brothers

HIT: Spring arrived--finally. m I s s: Then
Spring left. Is there some unexplained quirk in
the tilt of the earth causing these abominable
weather conditions? HIT: The TV in the S. 0.
B.'s basement showing soap operas throughout the day, keeping us up-to-date on really
important events. (Who could be the father of
Blake's twins? And who is that mysterious
Lady in White?) m i s s: Rumor has it the
business lab computers are on the fritz. Just
in time for finals. HIT: Greek Week. m i s s:
Habitual blackouts and leaking ceilings in Campion Hall. The weather is bad enough outside.
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The present is your only gift
During my four years of college, I have
owe a lot to my mom and it is unfortunate
been told repeatedly that this is the best time
that it took me so long to learn this lesson.
One day after my mom's death, I was
of my life. Having only two weeks left in my
reading the cartoon Family Circ us. Dolly was
college career, I am kind of freaked out about
what the rest of my life will be like if my best
telling her brother, "Yesterday's the past,
tomorrow's the future, but today is a gift.
years are almost over. The uncertainty of the
future is extremely frightening. But if there is That?s why it's called the PRESENT." I figure
one thing I have learned , ·-----~~~=~~~~ that I can dwell on the past,
realizing !learned too late the
it is not to get bogged
down with the anxietyJason
value of my mom , a friend, or
producing thoughts of
McMinn
an experience. But the past is
the future or dwelling
Beaudry Award
gone now, and l can only seek
too much on the past . I
Recipient
comfort in my memories.
think it's important to
With two weeks left in my
examine the past and
college career, l have to remem Guest
ber that every day , every hour,
learn from our actions
Commentary u........:Ja:::='..J.ra....J......:....J every moment is precious. A
an d d ecisions. But t h e
only thing we can be
good friend recently reminded
certain of is the moment
me not to count the days, but to
we are present! ex~riencing. And this
make the days count. So whether you're a
present moment IS a g1 t to be enjOyed.
graauating senior or finishing your fi rst year,
!learned this lesson the hard way. You see, remember: The only thing that lasts forever is
I used to take life for granted, ignoring the
NOW.
beauty and special things in my life. it was
I would like to thank the Senior Class of
not until my mother died suddenly in No1996 for honoring me with the Beaudry
vember that I realized how precious life is. l
Award. It means more than you'll ever know!

Don't take me word for word
Recently, I have been appointed Opinion Editor suggested turning the Iliad into a drama. (Helen,
of the CN, which puts me in charge of accumulatthou knowst too well our heart was to thy rudder
ing the printable opinions of the Carroll commutied by th'strings/ And thou shouidst ww us after.. .)
nity and arranging them in aesthetically pleasing
Consciences were twitching by the Renaisfashion upon one llxl7 page. This job stinks.
sa nee, leading some theologians to include literary
"borrowing" in expositions of the Com mandmem
People's opinions have sudden! y become scarce.
Backward-glancing over pre-editorial days, I recall "Thou shall not steal." But, as always, Command·
being inundated with the opinions of countless
ments were ignored, and plagiarism was rampant
intelligent and upright citizens-offered in the
as ever. Thomas Lodge had to preface Scilla's
Gap's dressing room, hollered from passing cars,
Metamorphosis by explaining he wouldn't have
scrawled in my term papers'
even bothered to publish the
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - book had it not been so badly
margins. But now, while
Christine
pirated that his legal protection
telephone-wooing potential
commentators, I find my
required it. By the eighteenth
Dresch
century, however, literary
persuasive panache(500
words? 250? One paragraph?
Opinion Editor
borrowing became less an art and
Cash or check?) mocked by a
more the blackened practice it
dialtone. Whenever I enter
remains today. When deadlinethe CN office, I am greeted
pressed Oliver Goldsmith
by overturned chairs and
commentary
ransacked Voltaire to produce
"Of Eloquence," he squirmed at
smoke trails.
But this is not the gripe of
Dr. johnson's dinner table,
an overworked, underappreciated innocent
although the essay has wormed its way into
offering the megaphone to empty bleachers This
respectable anthologies since then. Yetl'm
is the first commentary from someone who
squirming beneath mydeadline.
managed to shirk commenta.ry duty the two years
My bottom line? Here's the perfect opportunity
to buck our generation's "ne'er do anything" label.
she's been at the CN. And since she's watched the
sunset and the evening news and hit upon zero
Together, we can turn the clock back to those
inspiration for original thought , she's lamenting
much-adored Homeric times Cicero and Virgil
these days of parenthetical documentation and
and Goldsmith are all honorable gentleman, with
creative integrity and reminiscing fondiy upon the names inscribed upon 1heworld's literary canon.
golden age of plagiarism.
How can we fail by following their example,
In ancient Greece, an aspiring poet's beeline to
which they themselves, in their turn , have wellartistiC immortality was sucking the nectar of
researched 7 Don't be afraid to proclaim, loud and
flowering literary giants Cicero called the works
clear, the opinions of others. Ransack Grasselli
of these blooms "the common fund ." a bounty for
Library. Copy down a lithe good lines in Othello
all desiring inspiration, or, depending upon
and Ulys es. Usher in the new golden age of
individual scruples, subject and matter The
literature
historian Macrob1usdedicated two volumes of hiS'
And send it all to me.
Saturnalia to hundreds of parallel-passage
(Biblwgraphy:W hlte,HaroidOgden El.!Jgw.:
citations of Virgil's indebtedness to Homer and
nsm and lmj(atjon dun ng the English Renaissance.
or hers, finishing with stgh of approval. Horace
Cambridge: Harvard Uni ver iry Press.J935.)

Letters to the editor

As spring is finally here, and summer
vacation is just around the corner, l see
many people scrambhng for summer job .
It is n01 that these are irresponsible people,
who just began a job search recently. To the
con trary, they began looking for a job quite
early in the semester, and they started with
co-op.
Whtch is how I too began my job search.
ln the middle of December, I began lookmg
for a job for the Spring 1996 SeJ?eSter. The
first pla ce Ichecked was co-op. Ijust wanted
to look through the listing of jobs that the
co-opofrice had. Iwas told, however, that in
order to do that, I must first register with
the office. When I asked how to do that , I
was told th at I must go to an informational
meeting. The office only had 2 time slots
when I could meet with them before the
semesterwasover,and they both conflicted
with my classes. I w a~ tol d, however, that if
l was willing to drive to john Carroll from
Pittsburgh ow!· the Chr istmas holiday that
they would have a personal meeting with
me. Knowing that Iwas unable and unwill ing to do that, I asked the person on the
phone if there was any other way to use the
co-op services before Christmas vacation,
and she gave me a flat-out no.
Okay, I thought. Maybe there is something that they tell the students in this meeting that is cructal, and without this information, there is no way that! can conduct a
proper job search. So when 1returned from
Christmas vacation , 1 went to the all-important mee ting. There, to an audience of
mostly juniors, the instructor told us how
to write cover letters and resumes. "You
have got to be joking" I thought to myself.
The co-op office wou ld not help me because they had to tell me how to write a
cover letter and resume. That was the last
time 1hat I was itt that office. Obviously,
these o le d1d not value m ttme. The
instructor obvious y 1 not know her audienc.: (almost everyo11e there had a working resume.)
So, I beg<~n conduc ting my own job
search,and herearesome t hingsthatl found
helpful when looking for a job:
l) If you are going to use co-op, start
early, and bring a lot of patience. Some
people.of course, have had success with the
ofrice. On the other hand , I have seen people
struggle with that office, and they have
been duped into thinking that co-op would
actually help them find a job, instead of
conducting a JOb search on their own.
2) If you do not use co·op, which is the
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Job search guidance: Co-Op Is
not the only option

J

A Tale of Two

HITS & misses

The Carroll
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•Views/Editorial

Sixteen bombs in seventeen r,ears. Twenty-three
Qeople injured. Three people ktlled. And wliile
flipping through the newspa~r pages, we would
Rlay the same game. Next to all the grainy snapshots of smoking craters and scurrymg paramedics
they would place the FBI sketch of the Onabomber,
and we would wonder if we had met him somewhere before. It was easy, after all, to balance those
dark, deP.thless glasses upon the nose of that reclusive neighbor down the street, the one who never
mows tne lawn, or the wild-eyed man in the Pinto
who ran that red light the other day. It was easy to
judge when confronted onlx: with indistinct features shaded by that hood, shaded by that nickname, shaded by those glasses. lt was easy to condemn an eyeless specter, glimpsed and recollected
in moments of pam and terror.
David Kaczynski Rrobably played the same game.
Theda y he knelt in the dusty attic of the Kaczynski
home, sorting through the junk of a house soon to
hit the market, he had prooably entertained a passing fancy or two about a neighbor or some erratic
dnver. But the moment he discovered some papers
belonging to his older brother Theodore" papers that
recollected the Una bomber's eerie maniresto
printed in the Post, David Kaczynski stopped wonaering. He tore the dark glasses from the
Unabom ber's face and was confronted with a very
familiar gaze. And who knows, surrounded by
years of Kaczynski mementos in the dusty family
attic, what else he recollected?
Those of us who are not David Kaczynski, who
still possess the buffer of wonder and sr.eculation1
are free and easy in ourjudgments. We hail Davia
Kaczynski for oeing a cfefender of app1e pie andDur
Ci viltzed Society, or revile him as the 'Kaczynski
family judas. But who knows what David
Kaczynski , whose decision to inform the FBI of his
discovery may have signed his brother's death
warrant, has judged for himself7 The two brothers,
both brilliant Harvard academics and dropouts,
traveled similar paths in their youth. David became
a counselor at a s'helter for runaway teens. His
brother chose a decidedly non-thera~utic career.
But what will both brothers think of such choices
in the years to come? Perhaps Theodore, sitting on
Death Row, will look back UROn his bloody, bombastic path and congratulate himself for being true
to his conscience, as warped and destructive as it
may have been for society. And ~rhaps David,
sitttng in his living room, will look back upon that
moment of horriftc recognition in the dusty attic
and despise himself for not stuffing the papers back
into obscurity, no matter how many lives lie may
have saved by notifying the FBI. Those of us who
are not David Kaczynsl<i can judge and condemn
and turn the page. Even unmasked, the Unabomber
remains a shadowy specter, a formless terror. We
do not have to bear h1s gaze.
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alternative that 1 have taken, talk to your
professors. I have gotten many great job
leads from the professors in the Finance
and Economics Department. The Accounting Department issingle-ha nded ly responsible for the tremendous success that they
have had in placingseniors into well paying
jobs. The professors in that department
have worked collectively to build a good
relationship between the big six accounting firms and smaller firms as well. Their
system of placing students is something
that a11 departments should try to emulate.
3) Become friends with upperclassmen.
Notonlycanthey buy you beet,buttheyare
a great source of job information and opportunities. I got my first internship when
a person who had graduated called and
asked me if I wanted her old job, and it
turned out to be one of the best opportunities that I have ever had.
4) Talk to everyone you know, and casually (or not so casually) mention that you
are looking for a job. ln truth, that is how
many people look for and find good jobs.
I hope that this advice has helped. Before
I was looking for a job, l heard other people
complainaboutco-op. Becauseatthattime
I was an accounting major, I did not worry
about having to use co-op to find a job.
When l switched majors, it became apparent how much our co-op office is lacking.
After I realized that the administration is
aware of the problem, and are not going to
change the situation, l decided to work
around it. Other schools have completely
changed their co-op departments after being pressured from the students. But at
Carroll, when the administration boasts of
not being swayed by student input (which
is frightening in itself) I realized that I had
to look for a job on my own, and l encourage
most of you to do the same.

From around the nation._

. -........

..,_..

stress, !think it is incumbent upon the administration to be responsible enough to
communicate on paper what criteria for
tenure truly is. In last weeks article of The
CN, l stated that the student voice would
not die. An ad hoc committee has been
created to continue to question the use of
power by the committee of deans and to do
a comprehensive study of student evaluations.
The student voice is an integral part of
everyday life hereatCarroll. Two examples
of this have dealt with the SABB and the
tenure decision process. In these two situations, students asserted themselves and
askedforchangesto be made. In both cases,
l believe the student voice was heard. I
encourage future studems to commue to
question and challenge the hierarchy of
this school so as to keep them honest in
their mission.
Maury Petrak, Jr.
Class of 1996

Mary Myers
Class of 1996

Student opinions are Important
The winds of change are blowing upon
this university once again. l would like to
share some of my insight regarding tenure
and what the student voice means to the
process. This is a wonderful university that
is overshadowed by the lack of communication and mistrust that became apparent
during the tenure denial process. A recent
letter that was forwarded to the Student
Issues Committee stated that it was the belief of our esteemed president, Fr.Shea, that
the reversal of the denials were because of
the integrity of the current process. Fr. Shea
also wrote that the student voice had little
to do with the eventual reversals and
thanked us for our interest in the process
and encouraged fu rther dialogue. This is a
great attempt at a game of smoke and mirrors. Fr. Shea, if you say that the student
voice is not being taken into account in
matters such as these, doesn't this mean
that you are ignoring the student body and
their concerns? My question is if the administration is working to protect the reputation of the university at the expense of
the livelihoods of professors.
The thing that troubles me is that the
administration has blatantly stated that
they have no concern for what the student
body says. This is apparent in Dean
Baumgartner's quote in last weeks Carroll
News article stating that recent student
concern did not have much affect on the
reversal decision. 1 think one thing that
needs to be realized by not only Dean
Baumgartner but also the entire administration is that they are here to serve the
student body. It is their responsibility to
use the power that is given to them to better
john Carroll University.
Through attending the open hearmgs of
the rank, tenure and salary committee, I
came to understand that many thingsconcerni ng the tenure process are inadequate! y
stated or not stated at all Afterthe experience of the blood-bath that occurred this
year, and after watching these three professors experience a great deal of pain and

''Responsible" college students
should clean up their mess
I am writing to voice my complete disappointment in the audacity of the students who repeatedly leave their dirty trays
and dishes on the cafeteria tables a[ ter their
meal
We are mature, responsible and independent college students. We are supposed
to be learning how to live on our own here
at college, but some students are failing
these lesson. Our mothers are nor here to
clean-up after us and it is not the responsibility of the already hard working Marriott
employees to clean-up what any average
Carroll student should be capable of doing
for himself.
I am very embarrassed at the example
these few lazy individuals are conceiving
about the caliber of students at Carroll.
When every cafeteria diner leaves, he/she
must pass the dish return so it makes per·
feet sense to simply drop off your tray and
save someone else the job later on.
I sincerely hope that those individuals
who neglect to clean up after themselves
will realize how rude and immature their
habit is and begin to take on their responsibility to clean up their table after they are
done eating. The current trend of leaving
trays on the tables is pathetic and unfair to
both the students who sit at the table next
and the Marriott employees!

Kate Robinson
Class of 1998

Professors should be Included
tn special time
As a senior, I will not hesitate to admtt
that colleg~ has been the most incredible
four years of my life. Not only have !grown
through the education I have received and
from the decisions I have made while here
at john Carroll, butl have also been great! y
influenced and inspired by the many differem mdividuals I have met and become

friends with. I truly feel blessed because I
was able to share in so many good times
with them, and fort he simple factthat they
became a part of my life.
This brings to me Senior Dinner -one of
the last chances we wtll have wspend ttme
as a group with so many individuals who
have 11npacted our lives.
But wait...some of those individuals are
missing. What abom our professors?
Some of the individuals who have had a
significant impact on my life at Carroll have
been my professors. Al though 50 members
of the faculty and administra tion are selected to attend the dinner, only a student
advisorycomm1ttee hast he power toselect
those individuals.
The committee is intended to select individuals who they thmk fairly represent
their colleagues in the vanousdepartments.
Each year different individuals are supposed to be selected to be fair and eventually give everyone the chance to attend.
Whoisthedinncrreallyfor? I though it
was for the semor~ The s1udents on the

lay the blame on the commiuee. Instead I
laytheblameon the system. Bythetimeall
the department chairs and head admmistrative representatives are 1nv1ted, there are
not many openings for other professors.
I understand that these guidelines have
to be set for budgetary purposes. It's a shame,
though, that the budget, as usual, has to
spoil such a significant event.
With all due respect to those who were
"invited" this year, I think the individual
students should have more say in who is
invited to their Senior Dinner or more influence on the selection committee. If we
did have the ability to influence the process, it was not well publicized.
There are so many negative perceptions
students have of professor and equally so
the professors have of students. However
there are many students who think highly
of their professors.
One of my professors told me that 1t
would be a true honor to be invited by a
student to attend the senior dinner. I feel it
was a true honor to have been challenged
and encouraged to learn in his classroom.
Inviting him to the Senior Dinner would
have beetla special way to thank him. However, he wasn't invited this year.
To all my professors who weren't invited
this year- you are appreciated!

-

Stefanie A. Colonna
Class of 1996
The Carroll News welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our way of
knowing what you like or dislike
about the C/1/. the campus or life in
ger1eral. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in the
C/'1 office. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
via
e-mail
to
CNLETTERS jcva~a.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after noon
on Monday only if there is additional
space available. We reserve the
right to edit letters for clarity or
space considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by your
phone number.

-
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A Tale of Two
Brothers
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Sixteen bombs in seventeen ;:ears. Twenty-three
Three people killed. And while
flipping through the newspa~r pages, we would
rlay the same game. Next to all the grainy snapshots of smoking craters and scurr_ymg paramedics
they would place the FBl sketch of the Onabomber,
and we would wonder if we had met him somewhere before. It was easy, after all, to balance those
dark, der.thless glasses upon the nose of that reclusive neighbor down the street, the one who never
mows tfie lawn, or the wild-eyed man in the Pinto
who ran that red light the other day. It was easy to
judge when confronted only: with indistinct features shaded by that hood, shaded by that nickname, shaded by those glasses. lt was easy to condemn an eyeless specter, glimpsed and recollected
During my four years of college, I have
owe a lot to my mom and it is unfortunate
in moments of pam and terror.
been told repeatedly that this is the best time
that it took me so long to learn this lesson.
David Kaczynski rrobably played the same game. of my life. Having only two weeks left in my
One day after my mom 's death, I was
The day he knelt in the dusty attic of the Kaczynski college career, I am kind of freaked out about reading the cartoon Family Circus. Dolly was
home, sorting through the junk of a house soon to
what the rest of my life will be like if my best
telling her brother, "Yesterday's the past,
hit the market, he had prooably entertained a passyears are almost over. The uncertainty of the
tomorrow 's the future, but today is a gift.
future is extremely frightening. But if there is That's why it's called the PRESENT." l figure
ing fancy or two about a neighbor or some erratic
dnver. But the moment he cfiscovered some papers
one thing I have learned,·-----~~~=~~~~ that I can dwell on the past,
realizing I learned too late the
belonging to his older brother Theodore/- papers that it is not to get bogged
down with the anxietyJason
value of my mom, a friend, or
recollected the Una bomber's eerie maniresto
producing thoughts of
McMinn
an experience. But the past is
printed in the Post, David Kaczynski stopped wonthe future or dwelling
Beaudry Award
gone now, and l can only seek
aering. He tore Lhe dark glasses from the
too much on the past. 1
Recipient
comfort in my memories.
Unabomber's face and was confronted with a very
think it's important to
With two weeks left in my
familiar gaze. And who knows, surrounded by
examine the past and
college career, I ha ve to rememyears of Kaczynski momentos in the dusty family
learn from our actions
Guest
ber that every day, every hour,
.
But t h e
Commentary U......!lllll:::::=::::.....w.;_........:...J every moment is precious. A
attic, what else he recollected?
an d d eCtsions.
Those of us who are not David Kaczynski, who
only thing we can be
good friend recently reminded
certain of is the moment
me not to count the days. but to
still possess the buffer of wonder and sr.eculation1
we are presently ex riencing. And this
make the days count So whether you're a
are free and easy in ourjudgments. We hail Davia
graauating senior or fini shing your firs t year,
Kaczynski for oeing a defender of appte pie ana Our present moment ts a gtft to be enjoyea.
!learned
this
lesson
the
hard
way.
You
see,
remember: The only thing that lasts forever is
Ci viltzed Society, or revile him as thel<aczynski
l
used
to
take
life
for
granted,
ignoring
the
NOW.
family Judas. But who knows what David
beauty and special things in my life. it was
l would like to thank the Senior Class of
Kaczynski, whose decision to inform Lhe FBI of his
not until my mother died suddenly in No1996 for honoring me with the Beaudry
discovery may have signed his brother's death
vember that I realized how precious life is. I
Award. It means more than you'll ever know!
warrant, has judged for himselP The two brothers,
both brilliant Harvard academics and dropouts,
traveled similar paths in their youth. David became
a counselor at a snelter for runaway teens. His
Recently, I have been appointed Opinion Editor
suggested turning the Iliad into a drama. (Helert,
brother chose a decidedly non-rhera~utic career.
of
the
CN,
which
puts
me
in
charge
of
accum
ulatthou knowst too well OLI rhea rt was to thy rudder
But what will both brothers think of such choices
ing the printable opinions of the Carroll commuLied by th'strings/ And thou shouJdst tow us after...)
in the years to come? Perhaps Theodore, sitting on
nity and arranging them in aesthetically pleasing
Consciences were twitching by the RenaisDeath Row, will look back ur.on his bloody, bomfash ion upon one llxl7 page. This job stinks.
sance, leading some theologians to include literary
bastic path and congramlate himself for being true
People's opinions have suddenly become scarce.
"borrowing" in expositions of the Commandment
to his conscience, as warped and destructive as it
Backward-glancing over pre-editorial days, 1 recall "Thou shall not steal." But, as always, Commandmay have been for society. And p!rhaps David,
being inundated with the opinions of countless
ments were ignored, and plagiarism was rampant
sittmg in his living room, will look bacl< upon that
as ever. Thomas Lodge had to pre£ ace Scilla's
intelligent and upright citizens-offered in the
Gap's dressing room, hollered from passing cars,
Metamorphosis by explaining he wouldn't have
moment of horrifiC recognition in the dusty attic
even bothered to publish the
and despise himself for not stuffing the papers back scrawled in my term papers'
margins. But now, while
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - book had it not been so badly
into obscurity, no matter how many lives ne may
Christine
pirated that his legal protection
telephone-wooing potential
have saved by norifyin_g the FBI. Those of us who
required it By the eighteenth
commentators, I find my
are not David Kaczynsl<i can judge and condemn
panache (500
Dresch
century, however, literary
and turn the page. Even unmasked, the Unabomber persuasive
words? 250? One paragraph?
Opinion Editor
borrowing became less an an and
remains a shadowy specter, a formless terror. We
Cash or check?) mocked by a
more the blackened practlce it
do not have to bear h1s gaze.
dial tone. Whenever I enter
remains today. When deadline-

The present is your only gift

Don't take me word for word

HIT: Spring arrived--finally. m I s s: Then
Spring left. Is there some unexplained quirk in
the tilt of the earth causing these abominable
weather conditions? HIT: The TV in the S. 0.
B.'s basement showing soap operas throughout the day, keeping us up-to-date on really
important events. (Who could be the father of
Blake's twins? And who is that mysterious
Lady in White?) m i s s: Rumor has it the
business lab computers are on the fritz. Just
in time for finals. HIT: Greek Week. m I s s:
Habitual blackouts and leaking ceilings in Campion Hall. The weather is bad enough outside.
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the CN office, lam greeted
pressed Oliver Goldsmith
by overturned chairs and
commentary
ransacked Voltaire to produce
"Of Eloquence," he squirmed at
smoke trails.
But this is not the gripe of
Dr. johnson's dinner table,
an overworked, underappreciated innocent
although the essay has wormed its way into
offering the megaphone to empty bleachers. This
respectable anthologies smce then . Yet I'm
is the first commentary from someone who
squirming beneath mydeadline.
managed to shirk commenta,ry duty the two years
My bottom line? Here's the perfect opponunity
she's been at the CN. And since she's watched the
to buck our generation's "ne'er do anything" label.
sunset and the evemng news and hit upon zero
Together, we can turn the clock back to those
inspiration for original thought, she's lamenting
much-adored Homeric times Cicero and Virgil
these days of parenthetical documentation and
and Goldsmith are all honorable gentleman, with
creative integrity and remimscing fondly upon the
names inscribed upon theworld's literary canon.
golden age of plagiarism.
How can we fail by following their example,
In ancient Greece, an aspiring poet's beeline to
which they themselves, in thm turn , have wellartistic immortality was sucking the nectar of
researched? Don't be af raid to proclaim, loud and
flowering hterary giants. Cicero called the works
clear, the opinions of others. Ransack Grasselli
of these blooms "the common fund," a bounty for
Library. Copy down a 11 the good lines in Othello
all desiring inspiration, or, depending upon
and Ulysses. Usher in the new golden age of
literature.
mdividual scruples, subject and matter. The
historian Macrobius dedicated two volumes of his
And send it all to me .
Saturnalia to hundreds of parallel-passage
tBibl1ograph X Wh Jte, Harold Ogden E1.®.a.:
citations of Virgil's mdebtedness to Homer and
rjsm and lmjtatwn during the English Rcnu jssance
others. fimshmg with stgh of approval. Horace
Cam bndge: Harvard University Press. 1935.)

Job search guidance: Co-Op Is
not the only option
As spring is finally here, and summer
vacation is just around the corner, I see
many people scrambling for summer jobs.
It is not Ihat th ese are irresponsible people,
who just began a job search recently. To the
contrary, they began lookingforajobquite
early in th e semester, and they started with
co-op.
Which is how I too began my job search
In the middle of December, I began looking
for a job for the Spring 1996 sel}lester. The
first place Ichecked was co-op. Ijust wanted
to look through 1he listing of jobs that the
co-op office had. Iwas told , however, that in
order ro do that, I must first register with
the office. When I asked how to do that, I
was told th at I mustgotoan informational
meeting. The office only had 2 time slots
when I could meet with them before the
semester was over, and they both conflicted
with my classes. I wa~ told , however, th at if
I was willing to drive to john Carroll from
Pittsburgh ow: the Christmas holiday that
they would have a personal meeting with
me. Knowing that I was unable and unwilling to do rhat , I asked the person on the
phone if there wasanyotherwayto use the
co-op services before Christmas vacation.
and she gave me a flat-out no.
Okay, !thought. Maybe there is somethingthat they tell the students in this meeting that is crucial, and without this information , there is noway that I can conduct a
proper job search. So when I returned from
Christmas vacation , I went to the all-important meeting. There , to an audience of
mostly juniors, the instructor told us how
to write cover letters and resumes. "You
have got to be joking" I thought to myself.
The co-op office would not help me beca use they had to tell me how to write a
cover letter and resun:te. That was the last
time 1hat I was i11 that office. Obviously,
these e_eo le did not value m time. The
instructor obviou~ y id not know her au
dienc~ (almost everyoue there had a working resume.)
So. I beg,m conducting my own job
search,and herearesome thingsthat I found
helpful when lookingforajob:
I) If you are going to use co-op, start
early, and bring a lot of patience. Some
people.of course, have had success with the
office. On the other hand, I have seen people
strugg le with that office, and they have
been duped intothinkingthat co-op would
actu ally he] p them find a job, instead of
conduwngajobsearch on their own.
2) If you do not use co-op, which is the
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alternative that I have taken, talk to your
professors. I have gotten many great job
leads from the professors in the Finance
and Economics Department. The Accounting Department issingle-handedly responsible for the tremendous success that they
have had in placingseniorsintowell paying
jobs. The professors in that department
have worked collectively to build a good
relationship between the big six accounting firms and smaller firms as well. Their
system of placing students is something
that all departments should trytoemulate.
3) Become friends with upperclassmen .
Notonlycan they buy you beer,buttheyare
a great source of job information and opportunities. I got my first internship when
a person who had graduated called and
asked me if I wanted her old job, and it
turned out to be one of the best opportunities that I have ever had.
4) Talk to everyone you know, and casually (or not so casually) mention that you
are looking for a job. ln truth, that is how
many people look for and find good jobs.
I hope that this advice has helped. Before
I was looking for a job, I heard other people
complain about co-op. Because atthattime
I was an accounting major, I did not worry
about having to use co-op to find a job.
When I switched majors. it became apparent how much our co-op office is lacking.
After I realized that the administration is
aware of the problem, and are not going to
change the situation, I decided to work
around it. Other schools have completely
changed their co-op departments after being pressured from the students. But at
Carroll, when the administration boasts of
not being swayed by student input (which
is frightening in itself) I realized that I had
to look for a job on my own, and I encourage
most of you to do the same.

From around the nation...

I

_ _ _..,_

stress, I think it is incumbent upon the administration to be responsible enough to
communicate on paper what cmeria for
tenure truly is. In last weeks article of The
CN, I stated that the student voice would
not die. An ad hoc committee has been
created to continue to question the use of
power by the committee of deans and to do
a comprehensive study of student evaluations.
The student voice is an integral part of
everyday lifehereatCarroll. Two examples
of this have dealt with the SABB and the
tenure decision process. 1n these two situations, students asserted themselves and
asked for changes to be made. In both ca es,
I believe the student voice was heard. I
encourage future students to commue ro
question and challenge the hierarchy of
this school so as to keep them honest in
their mission.
Maury Petrak,Jr.
Class of 1996

Mary Myers
Class of 1996

Student opinions are Important
The winds of change are blowing upon
this university once again. 1 would like to
share some of my insight regarding tenure
and what the student voice means to the
process. This is a wonderful university that
is overshadowed by the lack of communication and mistrust that became apparent
during the tenure denial process. A recent
letter that was forwarded to the Student
Issues Committee stated that it was the belief of our esteemed president,FtShea,that
the reversal of the denials were because of
the integrity of the current process. Fr.Shea
a !so wrote that the student voice had little
to do with the eventual reversals and
thanked us for our interest in the process
and encouraged further dialogue. This is a
great attempt at a game of smoke and mirrors. Fr. Shea, if you say that the student
voice is not being taken into account in
matters such as these, doesn't this mean
that you are ignoring the student body and
their concerns? My question is if the administration is working to protect the reputation of the university at the expense of
the livelihoods of professors.
The thing that troubles me is that the
administration has blatanrly stated that
they have no concern for what the student
body says . This is apparent in Dean
Baumgartner's quote in last weeks Carroll
News article stating that recent student
concern d1d not have much affect on the
reversal decision. I think one thing that
needs to be realized by not on Iy Dean
Baumgartner but also the entire administration is that they are here to serve the
student body. It is their responsibility to
use the power that is given to them to better
john Carroll University.
Through attendmg the open hearings of
the rank, tenure and salary committee, I
came 10 understand that many things concerning the tenure process are inadequately
stated or nor stated at all. After the experience of the blood-bath that occurred this
year. and after watching these three professors experience a great deal of pain and

''Responsible" college students
should clean up their mess
I am writing to voice my complete disappointment in the audacity of the students who repeatedly leave their dirty trays
and dishes on the cafeteria tables aftertheir
meal.
We are mature, responsible and independentcollege students. We are supposed
to be learning how to live on our own here
at college, but some students are failing
these lesson. Our mothers are not here to
clean-up after us and it is not the responsibility of the already hard working Marriott
employees to clean-up what any average
Carroll student should be capable of doing
for himself .
I am very embarrassed at the example
these few lazy individuals are conceiving
about the caliber of students at Carroll.
When every cafeteria diner leaves, he/she
must pass the dish return so it makes perfect sense to simply drop off your tray and
save someone else the job later on.
I sincerely hope that those individuals
who neglect to clean up after themselves
will realize how rude and immature their
habit is and begin to take on their responsibility to clean up their table after they are
done eating. The current trend of leaving
trays on the tables is pathetic and unfair to
both the students who sit at the table next
and the Marriott employees!
Kate Robinson
Class of 1998

Professors should be Included
In special time
As a senior, l will not hesitate to admit
that college has been the most incredible
four years of my life. Not only have I grown
through the education I have recetved and
from the decisions I have made while here
at john Carroll, but I have also been great! y
influenced and mspired by the many different individuals [have met and become

friends with. I truly feel blessed because I
was able to share in so many good times
with them, and for the simple fact that they
became a part of my hfe.
This brings to me Senior Dmner - one of
the last chances we will have rospend time
a a group with so many individuals who
have impacted our lives.
But wait...some of those Individuals are
missing. What about our professors}
Some of the ind1v1duals who have had a
significant impact on my hfeatCarroll have
been my professors. Although 50 members
of the faculty and admimslration are selected toattend thedinner,onlyastudent
advisory com m 1ttee hast he power to select
those individuals.
The committee is intended to select in dividuals who they think fairly represent
their colleagues m the vanousdepanments.
Each year different individuals arc supposed to be selected to be fair and eventually give everyone the chance to attend.
Who i the dinner really for? I though it
was for the seniors The students on 1he
commtttccarc 10 represent the !>Cmor class,
lay the blame on the commiltee. Instead I
lay the blame on thesy~tem. By the time all
the department chairs and head administrative representatives are i nvned, there are
not many openings for other professors.
I understand that these guidelines have
to beset for budgetary purposes. It's ashame,
though, that the budget, as usual, has to
spoil such a significant event.
With all due respect to those who were
"invited" this year, I think the individual
students should have more say in who is
invited to their Senior Dinner or more influence on the selection committee. If we
did have the ability to influence the process, it was not well publicized.
There are so many negative perceptions
students have or professors and equally so
the professors have of students. However
there are many students who think highly
of their professors.
One of my professors told me that it
would be a true honor to be mvited by a
student to attend the senior dinner. I feel it
was a true honor to have been challenged
and encouraged to learn in his classroom.
Invamg h1m to the Senior Dinner would
have beef\ a special way to thank him. However, he wasn't invited this year.
To all my professors who weren't invited
this year- you are appreciated!
Stefanic A. Colonna
Class of 1996
The Carroll New!> welcomes letters
to the editor. as it is our wa~ of
knowing what you like or dis like
about the CIV. the campus or life in
general. We require that letters be
submitted by noon Monday. in the
CN office. to be eligible for
publication. Letters can also be
submitted
via
e·mail
to
CNLETTERS jcvaxa.jcu.edu.
Letters will be accepted after noon
on Monday only if there is additional
space available. We reserve the
right to edit letters for clarity or
space considerations. Letters must
be signed and accompanied by your
phone number.
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Mornings or afternoons
through the summer or
next year while mother is
busy or out of the house.
Good pay packages. Nice
environment, very flexible.
Please call Ellen, 932Looking for Summer Em- 2372.
ployment? Apartment
Management Company I love you Harry! BR
looking for 2 motivated
individuals to help with Babysitter needed: Varilandscaping, painting, and ous evenings, afternoons,
light maintenance duties. and weekend hours. For
Car required. Call 464- your own convience.
5300 for more info.
Good pay, close by, transportation helpful. Call
Car for Sale: 1986 Charlie for any additional
Fleetwood Cadillac For info at 479-8732
Sale: 4 door, black, grey
interior, $4000, A-1 Childcare needed for 7
shape, family owned. month twin boys. My
100,000 Miles+. Call Shaker home. 3 days/
Mary Jane 397-4408, week 991-9424
Eve. 216 729 0814.
For Rent: 2-Family for
Summer Rentals avail- rent. Walk to JCU. 2 bedable: 2 Bedroom apart- rooms, large, clean. 3 stuments for summer ses- dents max.$750.mo. Day
sion. Building located 2 586-6828 Eve. 831miles N. JCU at 1414 S. 1368.
Belvoir Blvd. Appliances/
parking/partially fur- Seeking: Corporation
nished. $600 month. looking for a summer inLeave message at: 291-- tern (full-time), in Em8458 or 932-9215.
ployee communications
and public affairs, rate of
pay
min. $7 I hr. for more
Part Time: Drive woman
to doctor appointments info contact: Therese
and help with errands. Miachak, 646-3080.
Flexible hours. Call 2958774
For Rent: Do you need a
place for the summer?
Reliable, caring & respon- $150 /month. Call 397sive babysitter beginning 5251.
May 6. Two afternoons/
week, 3-7 p.m. for good 6 Room for rent for the
yr old boy. Fairmount near summer! Excellent Job
Belvior. 371-2108 eve- also. Low rent in exnings.
change for minimal babysitting with an 11-yearSummer or Fall1996- We old girl. Mayfield Hts. Loare looking for a loving cation. Non-smoker prefun person to play with ferred. For any info
our little girl (1-1/2). please contact: Linda
Money-Motivated and Enthusiastic indivdiduals
needed for rapidly expanding firm. Flexible
Hours/training. 442 1767.
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Off The Mark

by Mark Parisi
Ul'ln.-. Gu£lls 1'JJ. F\111!>14 'll"!>ftRt>AY·s
r~K ... /'Io.Yll.l;' tlAv£AMor: -so£ ...
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Childcare needed:
Babysitter needed for 7
month twin boys. Needed
at my Shaker home.
Needed 3 days/week.
Call 991-9424 for info.
NEEDED: Ruby Tuesday is
in need of Host, Cooks,
Dishwashers,
and
Waitstaff for the coming
summer. Please come in
and apply between 2 p.m.
- 4 p.m. at the Ruby Tuesday at 24325 Chagrin in
the Pavil ion Center,
Beachwood. Call 751-2278

e

i
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Spisak-pager 806-8062.

The Carroll News, April 25, 1996

JOB AVAILABLE: NANNY
WANTED for third grade
girl just minutes from JCU.
MUST have reliable transportation. Hours 7:00 8:30a.m. and 3:00-7:00
p.m. with some additional
hours for running errands
at your convenience.
Good pay, nice people
Possibly for summer employment also. Call Vince
Gennaro 963-5520 days.

d

hours/day. Good hourly
wage. Car required, must
be a non-smoker. Call
991-2567.
Roofers wanted for Summer employment: Alumni
operated roofing contractor looking for any industrious persons who
are looking for a summer
job. For any information or
for a job Call729-2292.

Seeking Experienced Sit- Babysitter needed! Good
ter: Baby-sitter needed Pay!! A fun 11- year old
for a 2.5 year old boy. girl needs watched on
Tuesday and Thursdays weekdays froom 12:008:50 a.m. - 2:15 p.m. In 5:00, July 22-Aug. 16th.
Shaker home near school. Car is preferable, but not
Need car and references. required. Please call
pager 806-8062.
595-1352.

Landscape Help: Possible for a full-time position available. Hours flex- HOUSEKEEPER WANTED: ZTO girls- you rock!
ible. Hard working and de- Baby-sitter wanted, for 5 Love, the chalker
pendable but no experience needed. Serious inquires only please. 590ACJIOSS
1 lllllciM
2500.
6 Dol8lll
10Sailboat For Sale: 16',
14 Hodglp<>dgo
16
Apollo Boat with trailer. 2
orllldl
Sails. Capacity 2-4
18~
17 Run cake
adults. $1500 obo. (330)
11 ~met:Jea/
-yolk
343-4870.
20 t.n>n'owfa
~loroool

$200-$500 Weekly- Mailing travel brochures. No
experience necessary.
For information send a
self-addressed stamped
envelope o: Universal
Travel, P.O. box 610188
Miami, FL 33261.
Spending the Summer in
Cleveland? Baby-sitter
wanted to care for my 2
mo. and 2 year. olds. Flexible hours up to 20 hrs/
week. Country Club Access. Transportation
preferable. $6.00 hr or
room and board on our
3rd floor teen suite with
bath. Mary 292-4899.
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